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Abstract 
 
This historical report and management document was created for the Jim Hamilton–L.B. Owens Airport as 

a result of partnerships between Richland County, the Historic Columbia Foundation, and the University of 
South Carolina Public History program. A literature review as well as intensive newspaper research was 

undertaken to contextualize the history of the Columbia Curtiss-Wright Hangar. New information 
regarding the construction of the hangar, as well as the Curtiss-Wright connection was discovered. An 

architectural history and typology of Curtiss-Wright hangars was also created. Through archival research 
and a search of contemporary airports, it has been conservatively estimated that 35 hangars were built 

historically. Of these, only six remain. 
 
The Columbia hangar is the only known unchanged Curtiss-Wright hangar. Restoration or rehabilitation of 

this historically and architecturally significant structure is highly recommended. The preservation plan 
includes a physical assessment as well as the documentation and discussion of the architectural features 

and details that should be retained or restored. Suggestions for potential new uses of the hangar are 
also provided.  
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Introduction 

 
Columbia‟s Curtiss-Wright hangar was the centerpiece of Owens Field, South Carolina‟s second airport, 

for decades. While it is no longer in use, it remains an important feature of the Columbia community. This 
report is the result of efforts on the part of Richland County and the Historic Columbia Foundation to 

raise awareness about and ultimately rehabilitate the hangar for public use. 
 

To help serve these intertwined needs, this report is organized into three sections: a history, an 
architectural history, and a preservation plan. Newspaper and image research, a literature review, and 

intensive building investigation serve as the foundation for each of these sections.1 The history 
contextualizes Owens Field in terms of early commercial aviation in South Carolina and across the 
country. It also details the efforts of local leaders in Columbia to build an airport, and follows the history 

and usage of the hangar and Owens Field from its construction through the present day.  
 

The architectural history focuses on contemporary debates about the importance of well-designed 
airports and airfields in the early twentieth century. It establishes the importance of hangars generally, as 

well as the important role of the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service in establishing small airports all over the 
country. Curtiss-Wright hangars were architecturally diverse. This report establishes a basic typology 
through which they can be better understood. 

 
This historical foundation is mobilized in the preservation plan. Each of the hangar‟s significant features is 

described in detail, and treatment recommendations are provided for future rehabilitation work. Further 
details about these features are provided in the appendix. The preservation plan also includes 

suggestions for interpretation strategies and future uses of the hangar.  
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Early Aviation in South Carolina and the 
Development of Owens Field 
 
The Wright Brothers shocked the world with their first powered, sustained flight in 1903. Less than ten 

years later, the United States and European governments were pouring millions of dollars 5into military 

aviation. At the end of the First World War, Orville Wright remarked that “The airplane has already 

been made abundantly safe for flight. The problem before the engineer today is that of providing for 

safe landing.” By 1923, American pilots held 33 world records. Upon hearing this news, a French aviation 

official scoffed, “Records, yes, but they are a façade. Back of them there is nothing!”2 Both Wright and 

the French official knew well what Americans were slow to recognize – technological developments and 

flying records meant nothing without developed airports. A few years after aviation fever hit the 

Northeast, upper Midwest, and West Coast, South Carolinians were infected with the bug. 

Early Commercial Aviation in South Carolina 

Columbian Paul Redfern created the 

first commercial aviation company in 

South Carolina. While he was 

attending Columbia High School, he 

built a full size biplane in his industrial 

arts class that was complete except for 

an engine. After completing his 

sophomore year, he left Columbia to 

work for the Standard Aircraft Factory 

in Elizabeth, New Jersey as an 

inspector. He returned to Columbia to 

finish high school in 1919, but instead of focusing entirely on his studies he started the Redfern Aviation 

Company and established an airfield at the present-day location of Dreher High School. The Company‟s 

letterhead made it clear that they would do just about any airplane-related activity possible, including 

passenger carrying, aerial photography, aerial advertising, flight training and commercial transport. 

(Figure 1)  Unfortunately, Redfern went missing while attempting to do a solo flight from Brunswick, 

Georgia to Rio, Brazil in 1927.3 

Although the first air mail was delivered in England in 1911, the United States Post Office was the first to 

offer consistent airmail service. The New York to Chicago line was inaugurated in May 1918 and was 

offered regularly, with an additional stop in Cleveland, in July of the following year. By the mid-1920s, 

the United States had the largest and most dependable airmail service in the world. In 1925, the Kelly 

Act turned all of the post office‟s airmail routes over to private businesses. This helped to spur the 

Figure 1: Redfern Aviation Company Letterhead 

Airports of Columbia – Russell Maxey 
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creation of new aviation businesses throughout the country. Many of the airmail businesses created during 

this period would become major passenger 

airlines in a matter of only a few decades.4  

In 1927, Pitcairn Aviation, the predecessor 

of Eastern Air Lines, was awarded its first 

air mail route. Through political jockeying, 

Spartanburg had been included; like many 

other locations on this line; however, it only 

began developing an airport once the 

promise of air mail was certain. A 

combination of city, county, and commercial 

funds were used to finance and support 

South Carolina‟s first commercial airport.5 

With advice from the Aeronautical Division of 

the Department of Commerce, Spartanburg began designing its airport. The city purchased 105 acres of 

land, graded it, and laid out two dirt runways, which, to aid night flying, were marked with green lights. 

The county offered $5,000 for beacon lights and authorized the highway department to build a new 

paved road to the field. Pitcairn Aviation built a 60‟ by 60‟ hangar for $5,000. It also agreed to 

maintain the grounds and pay $500 in annual rent for the use of the field.6 (Figure 2)  

Pitcairn Aviation began running the air mail line on May 1, 1928, but did not include Spartanburg until 

September when the airport officially opened.7 As the first airport built in the state, Spartanburg was 

held up as a model for how other South Carolina cities would choose to fund and run their airports. Air 

mail contracts were strongly sought after, as were relationships with commercial aviation companies. Most 

of these companies, especially smaller ones, required the financial security provided by an air mail 

contract, but cities could also find effective partners in flying schools.   

Curtiss-Wright Aeronautics Corporation 

During the first decade of the 20th 

century, the Wright Brothers began a 

bitter feud with Glenn Curtiss. Though the 

Wrights were the first to fly, Curtiss 

followed quickly after and developed 

cutting edge technologies that rivaled 

those of the Wrights. For decades, these 

men fought over patent rights as they tried 

to gain success within the fledgling 

industry.8  

While the Wright Aeronautical Company 

focused almost exclusively on developing 

new airplanes and technologies, the Curtiss 

Aeroplane and Motor Corporation 

Figure 2: Spartanburg Airport, 1929 

The American City, February 1929 

Figure 3: Curtiss Airports Corporation Map, 1929 

Curtiss Airports Corporation 
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branched out into providing aviation services early on. In 1910, Curtiss created the Curtiss Exhibition 

Company partly to promote aviation and train pilots and partly as a way to make money while a Wright 

lawsuit prevented him from building and selling aircraft.9 This company would later focus on pilot training 

and education and become known as 

the Curtiss Flying Service. 

To support an advanced scale of 

wartime development, Curtiss was 

forced to look for outside capital. In 

1916, the Willys Car Company became 

the controlling stockholder in the Curtiss 

Aeroplane and Motor Corporation.10 In 

1920, Willys brought in financier 

Clement M. Keys to help restructure the 

floundering company. Keys‟ faith in the 

future of aviation led him to take a 

huge step – he paid the Curtiss 

Company‟s debt and took over as the 

controlling stockholder and president.11 

Keys began reorganizing the company 

based on his idea that “10 percent of 

aviation is in the air and 90 percent on 

the ground.” According to this maxim, a large portion of aviation was being neglected. His goal was to 

create economies of scope similar to those used by contemporary manufacturing companies. He believed 

that true success could only come if the company expanded beyond airplane development and sales to 

the development of airlines and air transport, air service companies, and flying service companies.12 

As stock market gains created an aviation boom, Keys took the opportunity to pursue these goals. In 

1928, he restructured the Curtiss Flying Service. The following year, he made a huge leap with the 

creation of the Curtiss Airports Corporation. Keys was well aware of the lack of well-developed 

American airports and believed that it was essential to develop new air infrastructure in order to support 

and spur the growing aviation industry. The Corporation would own and build airports in strategic large 

and mid-size cities throughout the country. In July 1929, Keys announced the pending merger of the 

Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Company and Wright Aeronautical. 13  Though this move seemed ironic to 

those who knew the histories of these companies, it clearly demonstrated how quickly aviation had 

changed in the matter of only a few decades. The new Curtiss-Wright Airports Corporation quickly 

established municipal partners and began building. By the end of 1930, the company had 26 million 

dollars in assets. On a smaller scale, the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service built hangars to support its 

operations at airfields all over the country. While some of these hangars were simply additions to existing 

fields, in others they served as the foundation for new airports. At the end of 1929, the Curtiss-Wright 

Flying Service had 10 million dollars in assets and 350 airplanes in operation at 37 airports.14 (Figure 3) 

Figure 4: Charles Lindbergh in Spartanburg, 1927 

Legacy of Wings: The Story of Harold F. Pitcairn – Frank Smith 
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Figure 6: Louise Owens LaRoche christens the City of Columbia 

Columbia Record September 20, 1929 

The stock market crash on October 24, 1929 dealt a debilitating blow to the young industry. The heavy 

investments that came during the aviation boom had disappeared, and Curtiss-Wright company found 

itself producing services far in excess of demand 

and revenues. The Curtiss-Wright Flying Service 

and Curtiss-Wright Airports Corporation were both 

significant drains on the company‟s funds. Each 

reported a net loss of over two million dollars as 

1930 came to a close.15 Over the next several 

years, the Flying Service reduced the number of 

airplanes it owned as well as the number of 

airports at which it operated. It was liquidated in 

1932. The real estate assets of the Airports 

Corporation had to be reassessed several times to 

reflect their loss in value. In 1936, the Airports 

Corporation was reorganized as the company‟s 

Airports Division.16 Keys‟ grand experiment had 

failed.  

Development of  Owens Field 

Charles Lindbergh‟s successful May 1927 non-stop solo flight from New York to Paris made him an instant 

celebrity. Sponsored by the new Aeronautics Branch of the United States Department of Commerce and 

the Daniel Guggenheim Foundation for the Promotion of Aeronautics, Lindbergh toured the country to 

promote the development of new airports. On his tour, he stopped at Spartanburg, which was still South 

Carolina‟s only airport.17 (Figure 4) Columbia‟s Mayor L.B. Owens and city boosters began pushing for 

the creation of an airport in the capital 

city. Although he never learned to fly 

himself, Owens took every opportunity 

he could to be a passenger. His frequent 

flights and outspoken promotion of 

aviation in South Carolina soon earned 

him the nickname “the Flying Mayor.”  

After months of advocating for the 

importance of an airport and searching 

for a site, Mayor Owens convinced 

Richland County to purchase the Melton-

Belser-Kohn property in April 1929. 

Three miles southeast of downtown, it 

was close enough to downtown to 

support expected city traffic but also far 

enough away to obtain the appropriate 

amount of land at a reasonable price. 

By the end of the month, City Engineer 

W.S. Tomlinson had begun removing 

Figure 5: Richland County Chain Gang ca. 1930 

Courtesy of David Senemma 
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Figure 8: Engineer‟s Sketch of Columbia Curtiss-Wright Hangar 

Columbia Record November 10, 1929 

trees and leveling the site. Soon afterward, William A. Arthur, a professional airport designer, visited 

Columbia and drew plans and specifications for the future runways. By the end of June, a crew of 

prisoners led by a team of engineers was busily laying out the airfield; the engineers expected that the 

necessary work to make the field safe 

for takeoffs and landings would 

completed within 30 days. (Figure 5) 

Mayor Owens later recalled that the 

City‟s agreement to develop the land if 

the County would purchase it may not 

have been the wisest arrangement as 

the “grading of the field cost more 

than the field itself!”18 

At the same time, Clarence D. 

Chamberlin, a trans-Atlantic flyer and 

Curtiss-Wright representative, was 

surveying southern airfields for 

potential development. Soon after his 

arrival, several City of Columbia 

politicians were invited to Raleigh to 

discuss the possible creation of a flying 

school branch. By the middle of July, rumors were flying. On July 12, 1929, E.H. Threadgill, a company 

representative from Raleigh, visited the city to officially survey the field and develop initial plans for a 

hangar. Some suspected that Columbia would become Curtiss-Wright‟s head of operations within the 

state.19 

However, the company‟s lack of 

quick action resulted in public 

uncertainty. Threadgill argued that 

they were waiting upon the 

decision of another airline, 

rumored to be Trans-Continental 

Airways, to determine the size of 

the hangar they intended to build. 

Instead of the 10-to-15-plane 

hangar needed for the school, he 

suggested that one of three to four 

times that size might be built. On 

October 19, 1929, a statement 

from Curtiss-Wright headquarters 

sent shockwaves throughout Columbia – the company denied any plans to develop Columbia‟s field. 

Threadgill quickly responded that headquarters was not familiar with this particular project as it was 

being led by the Raleigh branch and assured Columbians that a contract would be formalized and signed 

soon. By the end of the month, further talks in New York offered new hope to aviation supporters.20 

Figure 7: Curtiss Wright Flying Service Temporary Hangar at Owens Field 

Columbia Record February 28, 1930 
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Figure 9: Mayor L.B. Owens turns the first shovelful of dirt for the 

hangar‟s foundation. In the background from left to right: William Lykes 

Jr. , D.H. Reid, W.A. Crary, L.S. McGinnis and Norwood Mood 

The State April 24, 1930 

To maintain high interest in the airport, Mayor Owens organized various events at the airport and 

newspapers publicized the visits of aviators. One of the largest of these events was the christening of an 

Eastern Air Express plane as the “City of Columbia.” The plane was the first of three to land that day and 

Owens proudly stepped out of it to greet the public. Owens‟ daughter, the actress Louise LaRoche, 

smashed a bottle of champagne on the nose of the aircraft, and the public was regaled with speeches 

about the importance of air-mindedness. (Figure 6) Aviatrix Neva Paris, the only female pilot hired by the 

Curtiss-Wright Corporation at the time, made a huge splash when she stopped in Columbia on her way to 

Palm Beach. At a lunch in her honor, she spoke extensively about the importance of women in aviation. 

Unfortunately, she fatally crashed a few hours after she left Columbia.21  

After months of negotiation and uncertainty, 

the City of Columbia signed a contract with 

the Curtiss-Wright Corporation on October 1, 

1929. The company was given a 99-year 

lease at a cost of $1 a year. Threadgill 

argued that the contract should require that 

the field be made an A-1-A field according to 

federal standards. The first “A” represented 

the highest quality hangar, which Curtiss-

Wright promised to build; the “1” denoted the 

size of the landing area, which Columbia had 

already built to this standard; the final “A” , 

which referred to the existence of lighting for 

mail planes, was most contentious. Without any 

air mail service to the city as yet, officials had 

no desire to pay for night lighting; this 

requirement was dropped. The City also wrote 

an additional clause giving it permission to 

build its own municipal hangar on the property 

in the future. Once construction was completed, Threadgill hoped to move the company‟s southeastern 

headquarters from Raleigh to Columbia to take advantage of the better flying weather.22 The future 

looked bright for aviation and for Columbia‟s prospects as an important part of the new industry. 

A week later, Curtiss-Wright began constructing a temporary wood-frame hangar for the field and 

seeking bids for the construction of its permanent, fireproof hangar to be built to the north of the 

temporary hangar. The frame hangar, a simple rectangular structure with a gable roof, was finished 

around October 15, 1929. Little is known about this structure and only one photograph of it has been 

found.23 (Figure 7)  

Early reports about the new permanent hangar indicate plans for a slightly different building than what 

was eventually built. The State described that the $30-40,000 hangar would be one of the “usual 

sumptuous type that Curtiss uses at all its flying fields,” including a “luxurious lounging room” on its second 

floor. Perhaps due to the stock market crash and ensuing economic instability, reports of what the hangar 

would include as Curtiss-Wright was about to choose a contractor were decidedly toned down. The 
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Figure 10: Map to Owens Field 

The State April 23, 1930 

Figure 11: Opening Day at Owens Field 

The State April 25, 1930 

hangar was to only be one story, have one lean-to to 

accommodate the school and be steam heated. 24  (Figure 

8)  

On November 1, 1929, W.A. Crary and Son were given 

the contract and began work at the site that afternoon. 

D.H. Read, the Curtiss-Wright engineer who drew the 

plans for the hangar, actively supervised construction of 

the hangar for the first two or three weeks.25 It is unclear 

when the hangar was completed. Newspaper reports 

indicate that it was to be finished within 45 working days 

of when the contract was signed. Assuming the crew did 

not work holidays or weekends, it was probably finished 

in early January of 1930.26 (Figure 9) 

On February 26, 1929, the first public event celebrating 

the new hangar was held. A number of Columbia civic 

organizations sponsored a barbeque honoring the South 

Carolina legislature. Tickets were sold at 75 cents a plate, and those who attended were serenaded by 

music from the University of South Carolina Orchestra. Fifty politicians were taken on airplane rides 

courtesy of the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service. The event was a huge success, and helped to build 

excitement for the airport‟s opening in April.27 

Over a thousand aviators were invited to 

opening day at Owens Field. To the 

great disappointment of the organizers, 

Lindbergh was unable to come but a 

number of other famous aviators 

promised to make an appearance. 28 As 

excitement built about the official 

opening of the new field, city council 

voted to name it “Owens Field” after 

Mayor Owens for his dedication in 

making it a reality. Only one 

councilmember objected, suggesting that 

it would be better to name it the 

“Columbia Airport” or “Columbia-Owens 

Field.”29 

In the days leading up to the opening 

ceremonies at Owens Field, the roads to 

the airport were improved and marked. 

The area around the airport was 

certainly considered the outskirts of town. 

The State even printed a map to help 
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Figure 13: Owens Field, Looking Southeast, April 25, 1930 

Airports of Columbia – Russell Maxey 

Figure 12: Opening Day at Owens Field 

Manufacturers Record July 3, 1930 

motorists find their way to the field for opening day.30 (Figure 10) The city was abuzz with excitement. 

The sound of airplanes overhead became more frequent in the day leading up to opening day as 

aviators arrived from all over the 

country. The field was busy with 

construction as lunch stands, a 

platform and seating for guests of 

honor, and a bandstand were built 

for the two-day event. The 

Columbia library could not keep 

books about aviation on its shelves. 

Columbia schoolchildren eagerly 

anticipated the city-wide day off of 

school to attend the opening day. 

Residents were reminded to give 

themselves plenty of time to reach the airport; officials estimated that 40,000 people would attend the 

event.31  

On the morning of Thursday April 24, 1929, a crowd of 5,000 people gathered to hear the opening 

christening ceremony. Governor John G. Richards congratulated Columbia on taking the lead in aviation, 

stating that “this airport places Columbia in close connection with her sister cities and will mean much for 

the development of the state.” Mayor Owens followed, emphasizing the progressiveness of the city for 

adopting this new form of transportation and insisting that “the conquest of the air is the greatest 

achievement of the age.” During Senator James H. Hammond‟s dedication speech, Richards‟ 6-year-old 

granddaughter, Jane Todd, broke a bottle of ginger ale on the side of the hangar, officially christening 

the airport “Owens Field.” (Figure 11) 

Mrs. Richards and Ty Cobb, a famous 

baseball player, helped her bandage 

her hand after removing a small piece 

of glass from the bottle breaking. Once 

the christening was complete, Charles 

“Casey” Jones, president of the Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service, congratulated 

Columbia for keeping its eye on 

aviation and argued that the slowness 

to build airports in the South allowed 

the region to “profit by the mistakes of 

more pioneering sections.”32 (Figure 12) 

Airplane races began later that 

afternoon. As the day wore on, the 

crowd grew much larger to an 

estimated 15-20,000. The field was surrounded by acres of cars on three sides, a sight which reminded a 

State journalist of “the scenes of Clemson-Carolina football games during fair week.” The scent of frying 

hotdogs filled the air and the shouts of sandwich and candy vendors competing with those of the buzzing 
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Figure 15: Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service 

Advertisement 

Columbia Record  April 

6,1930 

airplanes. Everyone sought to catch a glimpse of “Casey” Jones or Elliott White Springs, South Carolina‟s 

World War One ace. On Friday afternoon the festivities resumed with more races, dead stick landing 

contests and a bomb dropping contest.33 By the end of the two-day celebration, Columbians left with stiff 

necks from looking overhead, but also a new sense of what being airminded meant for the city‟s future. 

(Figures 13 & 14) 

 

 

Owens Field: 1930s 

The Curtiss-Wright Flying School lost no time starting its Columbia branch. E.R. 

Southee, the manager, officially began offering classes in its ground school in the 

beginning of April 1930. J.B. “Jeff” Bates taught classes at their 1811 Main Street 

office. The flying instructor, C.E. Hanst, arrived a week later and began teaching by 

the middle of the month.34 (Figure 15) As the branch became more established, and 

likely in response to the reorganization of the Flying Service, Southee was replaced 

by John R. Walters, the former sales manager at the Miami branch, in June. One of 

the flying instructors, E.B. Whilden chose to start his own flying school at Owens 

Field in September and was replaced by Curtiss Fitts.35 

Although the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service was liquidated at the national level in 

1932, the Columbia branch remained in operation until 1936. In 1933, Waters was 

replaced by Bishop P. Parrish Jr. as manager. He later reported that when he 

arrived, he found no planes in the hangar and discovered that there had not been 

much activity for the past three years. After the Curtiss-Wright school closed, Parrish 

continued as manager of the field and opened his own flying school, the Parrish 

Flying Service. In 1936, he had three Taylor Cubs, one Aeronica, and forty regular 

students. (Figure 27) By the time the Hawthorne Flying Service opened a Columbia 

branch in 1939, the Parrish Flying Service was no longer in existence.36  

Through all these changes, one fact is particularly evident – Columbia officials 

believed that the airport was best managed and maintained by a private 

Figure 14: Owens Field, Looking Northwest, April 25, 1930 

Airports of Columbia – Russell Maxey 
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Figure 16: Amelia Earhart at Owens Field 

NASAO Website 

Figure 17: Dexter Martin, 1920s 

Airports of Columbia – Russell Maxey 

company rather than through public funds. According to 

Lieutenant Harmon, a visiting aviator in 1930, the city 

was smart to work through this contract system. He 

expressed surprise that some people were criticizing the 

city‟s contract with Curtiss-Wright, insisting that “if you 

would stop to realize that it takes $15,000 a year to 

maintain a field like Columbia‟s, then you would agree 

with me that the Curtiss-Wright company is doing your 

city a great service.”37 

Perhaps the most prominent aviator to ever visit Owens 

Field, Amelia Earhart visited Columbia on November 15, 

1931, as part of a southeastern autogiro demonstration 

tour. A crowd of about 15-20,000 people waited 

anxiously to catch a glimpse of her amidst the dust that 

was kicked up by the craft. She took several politicians, including Mayor Owens, on brief flights before 

she was taken to a luncheon at the Jefferson Hotel. Columbians became quickly enamored of her style 

and personality. She was portrayed in the Columbia Record as a strange, if admirable woman. After all, 

she stayed in her mens‟ style flying clothes and never wore makeup. She also spoke frankly about 

“airships, homemaking versus careers, what husbands can or cannot understand about the two-job 

woman… and the future of aviation.” They also took particular care to note that her husband, George 

Palmer Putnam, was about eight hundred miles away!38 (Figure 16)  

Even before Columbia had an airport, City officials were heavily involved in advocating for the city to be 

put on an air mail route. They well understood the impact that regular service and connections with a 

private company would have on the development of an airport. In April 1929, the Columbia Record 

helped support these efforts by asking Columbians to write the newspaper if they would use an air mail 

service. Based on these responses, they determined the city would average about 45 pounds of air mail – 

twice the amount being sent by Spartanburg, the only 

South Carolina city with this service.39 

After three more years of political wrangling, a new 

Augusta-Columbia-Camden-Charlotte air mail line was 

created. Eastern Air Transport successfully bid on the line 

and began developing some of the necessary 

infrastructure. In November 1932, officials began to 

frequently visit the Columbia airport in preparation for 

the new route. Eastern was pleased with Columbia‟s 

central location as an important and strategic link for 

their air mail and passenger service. The daily schedule, 

a morning departure to the north and a late afternoon 

departure to the south, was announced, and the 

company hoped to begin night service once all of the 

airports had appropriate lighting.40  
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Figure 18: South Carolina Aeronautics Commission Building 

South Carolina Magazine  July 1946 

Figure 19: Owens Field Postcard, 1940 

Courtesy of Chris Eversmann 

On December 1, the new line was officially inaugurated. Mayor Owens, as well as representatives from 

each of the other cities, flew along on the Curtiss Kingbird mail planes. As the planes were running fifteen 

minutes behind schedule, the official welcome at Columbia was only long enough for a few short remarks 

and to pick up the 10,000 letters that were waiting for delivery.41 However, the city soon found that 

keeping an air mail line could be just as political as getting on in the first place. By July, proposals to 

reduce federal air mail appropriations would require cutting the Columbia line. Owens encouraged 

Columbians to increase their air mail use to ensure the “great deal of effort” it took to get the line would 

not be wasted.42 

After the passage of the 1934 Black-

McKellar air mail act, all air mail routes were 

renewed. Delta, a small airline that had had 

trouble bidding successfully under previous 

guidelines, won the Route 24 airmail contract 

that went from Dallas to Charleston. Airmail 

and passenger service in Columbia was 

officially inaugurated on July 7, 1934, as 

part of their new “Trans-Southern route.” 

Night service on the route began about a 

year later, but due to Columbia‟s continued 

lack of lighting any night landings at Owens 

Field were probably kept to a minimum. Only 

two years later, Delta was making over $500 

a month from its air mail and passenger service through Columbia.43 

In 1935, the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission was founded with the express mission of guiding and 

assisting in the development of airports throughout the state. Dexter Martin, who had obtained his license 

in 1919 and performed with Mabel Cody‟s Flying Circus for years, was hired as executive director of the 

new organization. (Figure 17) By 1936, twenty-two airport projects across the state had been started 

and aided by the commission. Supported by a 

group of unpaid commissioners and with a 

small budget, Martin soon began work on 

another important project – the construction of 

an office and hangar for the Commission at 

Owens Field. In 1937, the commission moved 

from the Carolina Life building to their new 

administration building, which was located just 

north of the Curtiss-Wright hangar. The 

presence of this new structure, which had 

second floor offices, a hangar for the 

commission plane, and a machine shop, helped 

make Owens Field appear more prominent and 

made it a new center of political power in the 

state.44 (Figure 18) 
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Figure 21: USC Flight Training 

Garnet and Black 1944 

Figure 20: Hawthorne Flying Service Advertisement 

City of Columbia City Directory, 1939 

By the end of the 1930s, Eastern and Delta began using DC-2 and DC-3 airplanes. (Figure 19) These 

larger planes offered more comfort for passengers, but required more substantial runways. In 1937, the 

WPA allocated $156,000 to pave the runways at Owens Field. This represented just a fraction of the 

$112,000,000 the WPA spent on airport development between 1936 and 1939. Accepting federal 

assistance for airport projects was relatively uncontroversial, excepting the fact that work did not 

proceed as quickly as Owens and other officials would have liked.45 

In 1939, the Hawthorne Flying Service began 

operating its flight school out of the Curtiss-

Wright hangar. Hawthorne was founded by 

Beverly “Bevo” Howard in Charleston in 1932, 

and Columbia was the first of several branch 

schools it would develop. Operating more 

than twice as long as Curtiss-Wright had, the 

Hawthorne Flying Service maintained a contract 

with the City of Columbia through 1954.46 

(Figure 20) 

Owens Field: 1940s 

During the early 1940s, airport improvements took on new urgency. Delta stopped bringing flights 

through Columbia, protesting the airport as unsafe due to its lack of lighting. The small brick outbuilding 

on the northwest side of the hangar was constructed to house the runway lighting equipment; at the 

beginning of March, everything had been installed and awaited inspection and approval. On March 29, 

1940 the lights were officially dedicated. One thousand people watched the first Delta evening landing 

shortly after the new lights “flashed into existence.”47 In June, the paved runways were both extended to 

3,500 feet; until that time they had not been changed from their original lengths of 3,100 feet and 

2,450 feet. When the taxi strip was paved in April of the following year, the airport had a total of four 

paved runways as well as several dirt runways. Delta further established itself at the airport by sharing 

the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission building as a terminal.48  

The Hawthorne Flying Service began teaching civilian pilot 

training courses in cooperation with the University of South 

Carolina in the fall of 1939. In June 1940, sixty students 

were in the process of going through the program. The 

majority of ground school courses were taught at the 

University, and all flight courses were taught at Owens 

Field. (Figure 21) Rules about attendance were very strict, 

in accordance with federal guidelines. Students were also 

responsible for getting themselves to the airport, but being 

caught hitchhiking there would result in dismissal from the 

program. In 1940, Caroline Etheredge Hembel, the first 

woman in the Southeast to obtain her pilot‟s license under 

the Civilian Pilot Training program, entered flying courses through the University of South Carolina. She 

soon became one of Hawthorne‟s flight trainers. By 1944, Hawthorne had taught about 35,000 
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Figure 22: Hawthorne Flying Service Link Trainer 

South Carolina Magazine 1944 

Figure 23: Owens Field, 1940 

Marty and David Senemma Collection 

classroom hours and consistently operated 42 aircraft as part of the program. To make the operations at 

the hangar work smoothly, the program hired 23- 26 instructors and 55-66 ground personnel at a time.49 

(Figure 22) 

With so many new students and instructors, the Curtiss-

Wright hangar was already bustling with activity when 

the Eighth Division of the Army announced that they 

would be stationing an air squadron at Owens Field. The 

hangar was filled with 26 planes – a record at the 

airport – just to accommodate the school. The addition 

of 9 to 12 more planes and more than 100 men taxed 

the hangar and field to their limits. The 105th 

Observation Squadron took over the South Carolina 

Aeronautics Commission‟s hangar as a garage and work 

room, and lived in tent housing to the north of the 

building. Photographs also show a long, rectangular 

building parallel to the road that was probably built to 

accommodate the extraordinary number of men living 

at the field – nearly two hundred by the end of 1941.50 

(Figures 23–25, 54) 

Instead of expanding the hangar at Owens Field to accommodate the influx of planes as officials initially 

suggested, they set their sights on building the Lexington County Airport. The site was chosen and initial 

construction started by the end of 1940. By the beginning of December 1941, Owens Field housed the 

65th Observation Group of the Air Corps as well as the 105th and 112th Army Observation Squadrons. 

When the Lexington County Airport was activated as the Columbia Army Airbase in December 1941, all 

formal military operations were moved there from Owens Field.51 

Due to deteriorating runways at Owens Field, commercial airliners began using the Columbia Army 

Airbase on an occasional basis in March of 

1945. Unlike Owens Field, which was no longer 

as isolated and free of hazards due to the 

growth of the city, the airbase had plenty of 

room for expansion. There was some 

controversy, however, as the City of Columbia 

and Richland and Lexington counties worked 

together to write a contract for the use of the 

former Airbase.  Displeased with a system of 

three-way management, some Columbians 

suggested it would be better to update Owens 

Field to have an airport completely under 

municipal control. By 1947, commercial airline 

operations had been moved to the new field. 

In 1949, the City of Columbia finally worked 

out a 50-year lease of the Airbase and 
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Figure 24: Cadets in Training at 

Owens Field 

South Carolina Magazine 1944 

renamed it the Columbia Metropolitan Airport.52 

Under the direction of Dexter Martin, the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission emphasized the 

importance of and directed the development of a system of airports in the state during the 1940s. 

Martin believed that the primary duty of the Commission was to “sell” the idea of aviation to civic 

leaders, as the state‟s system of airports was “not adequate to serve the needs of aviation.” During the 

first ten years of the Commission‟s operations, its influence resulted in the investment of over 100 million 

dollars in airports within the state. Martin argued that the construction and operation of municipal 

airports was never feasible or economical if undertaken entirely by 

individual cities and suggested a program wherein the Commission 

would maintain, develop and operate the state‟s airports. Martin 

also emphasized the importance of airmarking, which entailed 

painting directional and informational signs on the roofs of tall 

buildings, with the result that South Carolina was the second-best 

airmarked state by the mid-1940s.53  

However, in response to political pressures and some of Martin‟s 

controversial ideas, the Commission was officially investigated in 

1947. The state aviation community came out in strong support of 

Martin, who had “fought the battles of flight school operators” and 

had turned down higher-paying jobs to keep improving South 

Carolina. J.D. Gilland, a supporter of aviation and friend of 

Martin‟s, criticized the politicians demanding the investigation and 

fumed that “people possessed of local sensibilities” refused to be 

convinced “that the airport cannot be managed and operated as 

an individual, independent unit when it is in reality a composite part 

of a vast network of a global enterprise.” Martin remained as the 

head of the Commission until 1950, and the Commission‟s 

headquarters remained at Owens Field until they built a new 

complex near the Columbia Metropolitan Airport in the late 

1960s.54 

In July 1945, the Hawthorne Flying Service‟s operations at Owens Field were spotlighted in Flying 

Magazine in the article “Here‟s How to Run An Airport.” Hawthorne was praised for their recent 

renovations of the hangar facilities, particularly its bathrooms, pilot‟s ready room, and lounge. The lunch 

room, operated by a concessionaire, was also held up for its good service and reasonable prices. At that 

time, 145 lessons were being offered a week and the facilities were being run by 25 staff members, 

including those in administration, instructors, mechanics and linemen. The article spotlighted the airport 

manager Walter Phipps; flight instructor Betty Morton; airport flight director C.F. Rinehardt; and 

receptionist Daisy McCaskill. These staff members helped welcome locals, students, and the 8-10 transient 

pilots that came through each day. Thirty-six planes were being stored in the hangar – ten more than the 

“record” amount of storage only a few years earlier.55 (Figure 26 & 27) 
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Figure 26: C.W. Taylor and linesman in front of hangar 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

Figure 25: Taylor Cubs stored in hangar, 1946 

Flying Magazine February  1946 

The following year, both the Hawthorne Flying 

Service and Dixie Aviation signed five-year 

contracts to operated out of Owens Field. 

Hawthorne was considered the operator of the 

field, and for $350 monthly rent retained the 

right to use the Curtiss-Wright Hangar. Dixie 

rented space on the northwest side of the field to 

operate their business for $75 a month. The 

President and Manager of Dixie, Berley Kittrell, 

built an administration building, shop and number 

of “T” hangars.56 Owens Field had been eclipsed 

as Columbia‟s main municipal airport, but it still 

played an important, more specialized role in 

aviation within the region. The separation of commercial airline flights from those of flight schools helped 

make for a less busy, safer airspace. Private pilots and smaller commercial operations also benefited 

from a less crowded environment on the ground and in the air. (Figure 28) 

Owens Field and the Curtiss-Wright Hangar: 1950s to the Present 

Unfortunately, there were not enough local funds to 

support the maintenance of two separate airports. Over 

the next several decades, Owens Field became 

increasingly outdated. The Hawthorne Flying Service 

renewed its contract in 1951, but closed its Columbia 

branch in 1955. Dixie Aviation continued its lease until 

1958. The Columbia Metropolitan Airport began 

attracting these types of flight instruction and service 

companies as early as 1956; Owens Field suffered 

without this source of revenue. (Figure 29) In 1962, the 

City of Columbia transferred their ownership of Owens 

Field to Richland County. Midlands Aviation signed a 

contract with the County to become the fixed-base 

operator at Owens Field. The Curtiss-Wright hangar 

continued to be used as hangar, maintenance and office 

space through the 1980s.57  

During the 1970s, residents of the neighborhoods around Owens Field began complaining that it should 

be closed, specifically citing noise and unsafe landing approaches. Local pilots began to campaign 

against these ideas and soon turned the tide of opinion that the field needed to be renovated instead. 

Jim Hamilton, the manager of the airport and owner of Midlands Aviation, was a strong advocate for the 

economic importance of Owens Field. A 1971 report commissioned by the Central Midlands Regional 

Planning Council demonstrated just how strong this need for updates were. Nearly all the paving was in 

poor condition and the facilities and building conditions did not meet FAA guidelines. However, the 

airport still represented significant public investment and it was deemed better to continue to use rather 

than attempt to replace the airport.58 
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Figure 27: C.W. Taylor in the 

lounge 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

In 1982, a long overdue four-million-dollar renovation project 

was launched to make Owens Field viable as a modern airport. 

To replace the original two runways, one long 4,600‟ runway was 

constructed alongside the railroad tracks. Dixie Aviation‟s old 

metal hangars were removed at this time. An 8,000 square foot 

terminal was also built to replace the South Carolina Aeronautics 

Commission building, which had partly been used as a terminal 

since the 1940s. New hangars, new navigation aids and new 

lighting were also installed. The new runway and terminal were 

opened in 1983 and 1984, respectively. At this time, Owens Field 

was renamed the Columbia Owens Downtown Airport. Once the 

renovations were complete and new hangars constructed, the 

Curtiss-Wright hangar sat vacant.59  

During the late 1990s, local aviation enthusiasts grew 

increasingly concerned about the future of Columbia‟s Curtiss-

Wright hangar. In 1998, shortly after the hangar was nominated 

to the National Register of Historic Places, the Curtiss Wright 

Hangar Association, a group interested in restoring the hangar, 

was created. The Richland County Airport Commission also 

created a task force to determine how the hangar might be used 

and restored.60 In 2001, Richland County agreed to lease the 

hangar to Celebrate Freedom Foundation, an educational nonprofit dedicated to honoring the military 

and promoting patriotism, for $1 a year if they would lead fundraising and restoration efforts. Once 

restored, it hoped to use the hangar as a community center emphasizing the history of local aviation. 

Unfortunately, economic conditions stalled fundraising efforts.61  

A 2002 study by Delta Airport Consultants recommended that the Downtown Airport build a new terminal 

and new hangars. The new terminal was completed three years later, and local pilots were delighted to 

see it transformation to an “attractive gateway to the region.” In 2008, the downtown airport was 

renamed the Jim Hamilton-L.B. Owens Airport in honor of Hamilton‟s important role in its modernization as 

well as his well-deserved retirement.62 By 2011, the future of the Hamilton-Owens airport seemed secure, 

but that of the Curtiss-Wright Hangar was less definite. With hope for public-private partnerships and an 

optimistic outlook, the Curtiss-Wright hangar awaits a tenant who will appreciate its unique history and 

architecture. 
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Figure 28: Dixie Aviation Complex at Owens Field, 1947 

Airports of Columbia – Russell Maxey 

Figure 29: Aircraft Sales and Service Advertisement 

City of Columbia City Directory 1956 
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Figure 30: Tempelhof Airport, Berlin, 1926-1929.  

Paul and Klaus Engler, architects. 

Building for Air Travel – John Zukowsky 

 
Architectural History 
 
Whether they were adapted barns or purpose-built structures, hangars arguably predated flight itself. In 

the earliest days of aviation, an airfield without a hangar was truly little more than a field. The Wright 

Brothers built a temporary hangar at Kitty Hawk in 1903, and at their more permanent airfield at 

Huffman Prairie the following year.63 Even now, hangars are essential features of airports as they protect 

aircraft from the elements and provide a dedicated space for airplane maintenance and storage. 

However, the earliest hangars were much more than storage structures – they were multipurpose spaces 

where pilots, mechanics and the general public closely interacted. 

During the First World War, European 

governments became economically and 

politically invested in the importance of 

flight. Once hostilities had ended, they 

built upon the military infrastructure 

that it had developed and created 

fully modern airports and terminals to 

serve civilian purposes. Berlin‟s 

Tempelhof and London‟s Croydon 

airports, both built during the late 

1920s, were considered model 

examples of airport complexes for the 

rest of the world to emulate. Each 

airport had architect-designed modern 

structures and was centered on large 

terminals rather than necessary service 

buildings.64 (Figure 30) 

While European airports were growing in number and becoming marked by their sophisticated complexes 

of buildings separated by specific uses, American airfields continued to be scarce and were 

characterized by simple, multipurpose structures. Many were little more than landing fields with ill-

maintained runways and occasionally a hangar. After Charles “Lindy” Lindbergh‟s landmark 1927 flight 

across the Atlantic and his subsequent air tour of the United States, interest in aviation skyrocketed. His 

air tour also drew focused attention on the poor state of American airfields. When The Spirit of St. Louis‟ 

wheels sunk into a mud hole at San Francisco‟s Mills Field, local officials were humiliated.65  

Politicians and mayors all over the country quickly began airport development and improvement projects. 

Through the creation of modern airports, municipalities sought to show their patriotism as well as assert 

the community‟s current and future success. Between 1927 and 1928, cities across the country spent more 

than 30 million dollars on new airport construction.66 However, despite all this new interest, building an 
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Figure 31: “A Well-Equipped Municipal Airport of the Future” 

Airports and Airways – Donald Duke 

airport was still an expensive proposition. The cost of purchasing, grading and leveling the field easily 

ran into the thousands of dollars. Only the largest cities or those heavily sponsored by commercial 

enterprises could afford to immediately build significant building complexes.  

Early Airport Architecture and Design 

“Ever since the American public has become air-

minded it has groped around like a child in the 

dark in its endeavor to solve the airport problem,” 

architect W.D. Archer claimed in 1929. He 

lamented the fact that so many of his fellow 

designers had a poor grasp of aviation and its 

needs and argued that this lack of understanding 

would prove detrimental to both the American 

public as well as the future of American aviation.67 

Influenced by the still-young modern architecture 

movement as well as their experience with 

designing other functional transportation structures, 

American architects emphasized the importance of 

safety and practicality in their airport designs. 

To ensure the long-term safety and success of an 

airport, engineers, planners and architects 

advocated designing airports as a unit. While 

European airport designers primarily understood 

airports as an architectural problem, Americans 

saw airports foremost in terms of civil 

engineering.68 A poorly drained, unleveled field 

without room for multidirectional runways and 

future expansions would be doomed from the start. 

This emphasis on site safety and practicality was 

transferred into the design and placement of 

airport structures themselves – often through discoveries based on trial and error. To keep them for 

presenting an obstruction to flight, hangar and terminal designs were generally low and wide. After the 

recommended placement of hangars in the prevailing breeze only resulted in sediment in machinery and 

heavy doors that were even more difficult to open, designers offered parallel placement as a better 

alternative.69 (Figure 31) 

Even though the public began to clamor for airports after Lindbergh‟s famous flight, individual taxpayers 

and politicians expressed concern that aviation was just another passing fad. Architects combated these 

fears by designing and building structures that had an air of permanence and familiarity. Public 

confidence in the viability and importance of a new municipal airport increased when temporary frame 

hangars were replaced with modern, fireproof hangars and terminals built of brick, stucco and steel.  
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Figure 32: Interior View of a Standard Steel Hangar 

Airports and Airways – Donald Duke 

Figure 33: Passenger Station and Administration Building, 1928.  

Delano and Aldrich, architects. 

Manufacturers Record January 16, 1930 

When presented with the challenges of 

building for an industry that was still 

developing, architects chose to experiment 

with the familiar models of railroad 

structures. As it as functionally analogous 

to the train shed, hangar engineering and 

design were directly copied. Familiar 

three-pin-truss and column-and-truss steel 

framing systems formed the skeleton of 

these structures, even if the façade made 

more allusions to flight than rails. (Figure 

32) Designs for airport terminals were 

even more obviously new forms of glass 

and steel railroad terminals.70 (Figure 33) 

These forms gave architects a conceptual 

base for understanding airports, but also 

offered the public a more stable, comfortable vision of aviation than could be found in newspaper 

articles that focused on great successes and grisly crashes. 

Although only the largest and most well-funded airports could afford to do follow their suggestions, 

architects and planners advocated for the separation of airport structures by function. Refined, 

comfortable terminal spaces seemed less so if they were attached to loud, messy maintenance areas. 

Henry Hubbard argued that this combination of functions was not only a fire hazard, but “similar in 

principle to combining the railroad station with the roundhouse.” At the very least, they encouraged 

airports to develop long-term building plans. This would help avoid the necessity of moving buildings as 

the airport grew, as well as offer a vision for the future that was more in line with European airports. In 

an even more extreme vision, Hubbard suggested that cities should develop a system of airports 

separated by function.71 

 Every municipality could agree 

that they wanted an attractive 

airport to serve as a gateway to 

and representation of their city, but 

there was no agreement about how 

or to what extent that should be 

done. Architects drew broadly from 

revival and modern styles; within 

only a few years, neocolonial, 

adobe, streamline moderne, 

southern colonial, art deco, and Spanish pueblo airports popped up all over the country. (Figure 34) 

Revival styles could make aviation feel more familiar or best represent the municipality while others 

argued that 20th-century transportation required 20th-century design.72 This multiplicity of designs could 

make airport structures hard to “read” as belonging to airports.  
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Figure 34: Passenger Station, 1929. Charles A. Smith, architect. 

Manufacturers Record March 30, 1930 

Figure 35: Terminal and Hangar, Mines Field, Los Angeles, 1930. 

Gable and Wyant, architects.  

Los Angeles International Airport – Schoneberger  

The romance and drama of aviation 

particularly inspired architects who chose 

modern designs. Simple, sharp art deco designs 

and shapes inspired by wings made buildings 

almost appear to be planes themselves. W.D. 

Archer, who favored practicality over fantasy 

in design, found this distasteful, exclaiming, 

“One wonders why an architect does not 

design some great railroad station after the 

order of a box car or a locomotive!”73 

Woodruff de Silva, Assistant Director of Airports at Los Angeles‟ Mines field, argued that consistent 

airport design was essential to the proper marketing of the “high-class product” of aviation. He proudly 

announced that Mines field was a “municipal airport with beauty and design attached” and reminded his 

functionally-minded colleagues that design was useful. The Spanish Mission Curtiss-Wright hangar and 

municipal terminal at Mines were pioneering in the airport‟s emphasis on uniform design as the key to an 

airport‟s success. (Figure 35)74 By combining proper amenities and good architecture, airport officials 

could encourage aviators and passengers to remain at the airport, and by extension the city itself.  

Landscape architects saw small structures dominated by large fields and perceived airports as primarily 

an issue of landscape design. More 

than the buildings, the field itself 

would offer the “traveler of the 

future… his first impression of the 

city.” When placed in these terms, 

cities could not “afford to neglect 

[their] air “mosaic,” especially at the 

new city gateway.”75 In his plans for 

the Curtiss-Steinberg Airport in St. 

Louis, architect Kenneth Franzheim 

created a system of runways and 

plantings that echoed 18th-century 

garden design. Landscape architect 

Ernest Herminghaus went one step 

farther in his designs for colorful 

geometric plantings at the Fairfax 

Airport at Kansas City. His large-

scale, formal designs dominated by 

orange and yellow flowers were 

intended to aid visibility for pilots 

and be pleasing to passengers.76 

(Figure 36) 
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Figure 36: A Runway design that was perhaps more 

decorative than practical. George B. Ford, engineer.  

The American City July 1927  

Figure 37: Proposed Glendale Grand 

Central Building  

Curtiss Airports Corporation  

The outpouring of ideas for airport building 

and landscape design was not matched by an 

outpouring of funds to make them possible. 

Most cities proudly built simple, multipurpose 

hangars as the keystone of their new 

municipal airport. Hangars from the 1920s 

have cantilevered, vaulted, gabled or 

suspended roofs over a large, undivided 

interior space. Nearly all were built of 

fireproof brick and steel and many were 

designed in accordance with new federal 

standards; an “A” rated hangar would 

measure 80‟ by 100‟ with an 18‟ overhead 

clearance and a door opening of 80‟. 

Particularly to gain more space and make the 

hangar more effective as a multipurpose 

structure, hangars from this period frequently 

have one or two one-story lean-tos. Natural 

lighting was essential in these hangars and 

most contain one or two rows of windows 

rather than large expanses of glass.77 

Curtiss-Wright Hangars: History, Design and Typology 

American companies led the way in designing new and 

better airplanes for the first several decades of the 20th 

century. Unfortunately, this was not matched by the 

number and quality of American airfields. Clement M. 

Keys, the enterprising president of the Curtiss Aeroplane 

and Motor Corporation, created the Curtiss Airports 

Corporation with the recognition that “the future of air 

transportation is very largely dependent on airports as 

well as aircraft.” The Corporation standardized the 

construction and operation of its new airports, which were 

strategically located across the United States. By 1930, 

the company had built twelve airports and had several 

more planned.78 (Figure 37)  

The Airports Corporation also hoped to work hand-in-

hand with the Curtiss Flying Service to improve – and 

occasionally reconstruct – the fields from which it 

operated. Although the core purpose of the flying service 

was to sell planes and educate pilots, it had participated in the process of creating new airports years 

before the Airport Corporation had been created. Cities universally welcomed flight schools, particularly 

those with national connections, as a source of revenue at their municipal airports. Each branch required a 
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Figure 38: Curtiss-Wright Flying Service Hangar, 

Timmerman Field, Milwaukee, 1929.  

Wisconsin Historical Society 10537  

Figure 39: Type “A” Hangar plans, CWFS. 

George M. Bartlett, architect.  

The American Architect July 20, 1929 

hangar as well as facilities for a ground school. At a previously established airport, the new Curtiss Flying 

School hangar would serve as only one more among many. The same hangar made a much larger impact 

at airports that had previously been little more than a field.79 

As detailed Curtiss-Wright Flying Service, Inc., 

records no longer exist, it is difficult to determine 

how many hangars they built. In a March 1930 

advertisement in Flying Magazine, the Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service listed branches in 34 cities, 

including Columbia. Nine of the branches listed 

were at airports established by the Curtiss 

Airports Corporation. These larger airports often 

contained multiple hangars; three were built at St. 

Louis‟ Curtiss-Steinberg Airport.80 It is likely that 

the company would have preferred to rent 

suitable hangar space when the option was 

available. Based on this information, this report 

conservatively suggests that the Curtiss-Wright 

Flying Service and Airports Corporation had built 

or nearly completed at least 35 hangars by 

1930.81  

Throughout the 1920s, tensions were high between 

engineers and architects, particularly regarding airport design. By the end of the decade, the 

involvement of architects in even relatively simple structures like hangars was increasingly common.82 

Curtiss-Wright involved both architects and engineers in its hangar designs. Curtiss-Wright engineers 

based their designs on federal standards and included minimal ornamentation. The company refused to 

build anything less than an “A” rated structure, and overwhelmingly built multipurpose hangars. 

Depending on local needs and preferences, architects were engaged to elaborate upon basic hangar 

specifications. Although stylistic choices varied, architects of Curtiss-Wright hangars frequently chose art 

deco styles.83 (Figure 38) 

In July 1929, The American Architect spotlighted several 

hangars that had been designed for the Curtiss-Wright 

Flying Service by the New York office of George M. 

Bartlett. Louis M. Steuber, who led design on these 

projects, proudly announced that the “hangar has come 

into its own” as a structure worthy of the architect‟s 

attention. He classified hangars into three types: depot 

hangars, service hangars and sales hangars. While the 

structure of each is very similar, they differ in the 

“accessory accommodations” housed in its lean-tos.84 

(Figure 39)  
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Figure 40: Hangar and Depot, CWFS, Columbus, Ohio. 

George M. Bartlett, architect.  

The American Architect July 20, 1929 

Figure 41: Service Hangar, CWFS, Kansas City, Missouri. 

George M. Bartlett, architect.  

The American Architect July 20, 1929 

Depot hangars are essentially a 

combination of a terminal and a hangar. 

Steuber argues that to impress the “highest 

class passenger in the world,” these 

structures should have a luxurious club 

atmosphere instead of that of a public 

transit station. Depot hangars should 

include a waiting room, lounge, observation 

deck, public restrooms and general offices. 

He also recommends including classrooms, 

a machine shop and stockroom and an 

accessory shop. Sales hangars should 

include many of the same features but 

have a slightly larger lean-to for use as a 

display space. (Figure 40) Service hangars 

serve as dedicated maintenance areas and 

Steuber recommends that they are kept 

away from public and commercial spaces. 

Other than necessary facilities for the mechanics, these hangars are not multipurpose and would be most 

useful at larger airports. Though he offers a design for a Curtiss Flying Service service hangar in Kansas 

City, the company seems to have preferred to build depot and sales hangars. (Figure 41) Steuber found 

that “straight sliding” doors (such as those on the Columbia hangar) and “around-the corner” doors were 

the most popular, but some Curtiss-Wright hangars incorporated bi-fold door systems.85  

Steuber stated with clear excitement that “on the exterior the problem is so new and unprecedented that, 

the plan so large and massive and Aviation so thrilling and romantic that the designer has but to “go 

modern” and let the imagination run.”86 

Every Curtiss-Wright hangar was 

engineered to meet or exceed federal 

standards, but there was no consistent 

national design philosophy. The design 

of individual hangars was strongly 

impacted by local preferences and 

economic conditions. In terms of design, 

Curtiss-Wright hangars can be 

categorized as basic, mid-range or high 

style.  

The Columbia hangar is a good example of a basic Curtiss-Wright design. Designed in-house by an 

engineer, the structure lacks the architectural finesse of other hangars but offers accommodations, such as 

an observation deck and waiting room, which were consistent with company priorities. Decorative brick 

pilasters and simple concrete finials serve as distinguishing features.87 (Figure 12) 
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Figure 42: CWFS Hangar, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 

1930. J.F. Russell Construction Company.  

Manufacturers Record June 12, 1930 

Figure 43: CWFS Hangar, Miami, Florida, 1930. 

Sandquist and Show, architects.  

Manufacturers Record  March 20, 1930 

Figure 44: CWFS Hangar, Dalworth, Texas, 1930. 

Manufacturers Record June 26, 1930 

The nearly identical Curtiss-Wright hangars 

built in Dallas, Miami and Oklahoma City are 

examples of mid-range hangars. (Figure 42) 

There is no indication that Curtiss-Wright Flying 

Service allowed cities to choose designs from a 

pattern book, but reusing successful designs 

likely helped the company keep costs down. 

The Miami hangar is attributed to the local firm 

of Sandquist and Snow. (Figure 43) Designed in 

art deco style and covered in light stucco, they 

have wide rectangular pillars at each corner. 

A stepped brick wall creates a connection 

between these pillars and the observation 

deck above the building‟s single lean-to. The 

door to the waiting room is emphasized by 

wide rectangular pilasters.88 (Figure 44)  

High-style hangars were uncommon, and seem 

to have been largely the result of the desires 

of local communities. The Curtiss-Wright hangar 

at Los Angeles‟ Mines Field is an excellent 

example. (Figure 45) The airport director, 

Woodruff de Silva, believed that all structures 

at the airport should be built with a consistent 

design philosophy. As a result, Curtiss-Wright 

commissioned Gable and Wyant to build a 

Spanish Mission style hangar. Its two-story 

observation tower and hangar doors designed 

to imitate an arched wall effectively disguise 

the utilitarian purpose of the structure.89 (Figure 

46)  

 

Extant Curtiss-Wright Hangars 

Only a fraction of the estimated 35 Curtiss-Wright hangars still exist. Even fewer have managed to 

survive without major modifications over the past eighty years. There is perhaps no other group of 

buildings that has undergone so much rapid change in such a short time. Few airports retain their original 

appearance due to the impact of new airplane designs and the development of commercial aviation.90 

Smaller airports, particularly those that had Flying School branches, have been most successful at 

preserving – or at least maintaining – these historic structures. 
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Figure 45: CWFS Hangar, Los Angeles, 1930. Gable 

and Wyant, architects. 

The Architectural Forum 1930 

Figure 46: CWFS Hangar, Los Angeles, 1930. 

Gable and Wyant, architects. 

The Architectural Forum 1930 

 

After extensive research, only six extant 

Curtiss-Wright hangars have been found. St. 

Louis‟s Curtiss-Steinberg Field, now better 

known as the St. Louis Downtown Airport, 

retains two of its three original hangars. Both 

structures have been placed in the National 

Register of Historic Places. Hangar One is 

being used by a local chapter of the 

Experimental Aircraft Association and Hangar 

Two houses the Greater St. Louis Air & Space 

Museum. Aside from the addition of modern 

doors and windows, these hangars remain 

relatively intact.91 

  

The design of the Curtiss-Wright hangar built at Milwaukee‟s Timmerman field was nearly identical to 

those in St. Louis. However, years of modifications have left it so changed as to be nearly 

unrecognizable.92 Historically, Grosse Ile, Michigan, served as a major base for the Curtiss-Wright Flying 

Service. All high-level flight instructors received training here. The field retains a historic hangar, but it has 

also suffered significant changes.93 

The Spanish Mission hangar at Los Angeles‟ Mines Field, now known as the Los Angeles International 

Airport, was placed in the National Register of Historic Places and restored during the 1990s. Its style, 

towers and tile roofs were all retained, but its original 

apron doors were fixed to accommodate the 

structure‟s new use as a cargo building. It is the only 

remaining building from the original airport.94  

Columbia‟s hangar is remarkable as the only 

remaining unchanged example of a Curtiss-Wright 

designed hangar. Though it is simple, it is stylistically 

unique. Instead of hiring an architect or reusing plans 

from a previously designed hangar, the Flying Service 

created a new design in-house. All Curtiss-Wright 

Flying Service hangars were completed in 1929 or 

early 1930. However, the austerity of the Columbia 

hangar hints that it may have been the only hangar to 

be designed following the October 1929 stock 

market crash.  
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Figure 47: Type “A” Hangar. George M. Bartlett, architect. 

The American Architect July 20, 1929 

 

Figure 48: Utility Room Door 

Photograph by Author 

 

 

Owens Field Curtiss-Wright Hangar 

To build its Columbia hangar, the 

Curtiss-Wright Flying Service 

mobilized both local and national 

connections. D.H. Reed, a Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service engineer, 

designed the structure and came to 

Columbia to examine contractors‟ 

bids. Early design specifications 

were made public on October 10. 

However, they were somewhat more 

extravagant than those offered on 

October 30, nearly a week after the stock market crash. As the company had previously commissioned 

architects to design hangars at similarly sized airports, it is possible that plans to engage a Columbia 

architect were dropped in response to new economic uncertainties. The drawing of Reed‟s design that was 

published in the Columbia Record is remarkably similar in composition, angle and basic design features to 

George M. Bartlett‟s sketch of a typical Type “A” Hangar.95 (Figure 8, Figure 47)  

Reed chose W.A. Crary and Son, a Columbia contracting firm. He stayed in Columbia to actively 

supervise construction; his familiarity with hangar construction was likely appreciated by the firm. W.A. 

Crary and Son frequently built large public and commercial structures, but airports were unfamiliar 

territory. Reed purchased steel work from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company out of Roanoke and 

roofing material from the Pittsburgh-based H.H. Robertson Co.96 

The hangar has a concrete slab foundation, which was laid in large 

rectangular segments. A small basement utility room was also dug in 

the northeast corner. This was prepared before the structural steel 

framing was placed. 97 (Figure 48) This framing forms the skeleton 

for exterior painted brick walls as well as the doors and roof. The 

central hangar space is about two stories high with adjoining one-

story lean-tos on each side. Almost all of the interior brick walls 

show signs of paint, whitewash, or plastering. The east lean-to 

interior wall is brick with interior structural steel framing. The west 

lean-to has structural steel columns spaced 20 feet apart. Any walls 

constructed on this side of the lean-to were temporary and movable 

as needed.  

Both the north and south elevations are defined by the large, 

central hangar doors and are framed by the ends of the lean-tos. 

These ends contain two metal framed windows with twenty-pane 

panels. The central six-pane section of each of these windows forms 

an inward-leaning hopper window. The west elevation lean-to 

windows are identical in size and construction. The east elevation 
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Figure 49: South façade and west elevation 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 50: North façade  

Photograph by Author 

 

windows differ in size and spacing to help accommodate its more varied public uses. The non-operable 

windows on this side are either of 4-by-2 or 5-by-4 pane construction. The operable windows are of 3-

by-4 pane construction with a 3-by-3 pane hopper window or 5-by-4 panes with a 3-by-2 hopper 

window. (Figure 49) 

Four columns 

topped with round 

concrete ball 

finials on either 

side of the north 

and south 

elevations support 

the hangar door 

system. The 

aircraft door bay 

is framed with an 

80-foot bow string 

truss, and each door opening offers eighteen feet of clearance. Eight large, metal straight-sliding, 

channel constructed hangar doors are located at each hangar entrance. The top two-thirds of each of the 

doors are made up of eight sections of double steel framed windows that are divided into 12-over-12 

pane sections. A pedestrian door is cut into one of the hangar door segments on the north elevation. 

Straight-sliding doors were considered one of the most economical and “foolproof” door systems 

available during the late 1920s. The central door segments on the south side retain a clear ghost-mark 

reading “US ARMY” and another reading “FLYING …DUCTIONS.”98 (Figure 50-52) 

The east and west elevations each have four 

short brick pilasters denoting 20 foot bays. In 

the middle of the east elevation, a T-shaped, 

double-flight staircase leads to a second-

story observation deck. The staircase is 

supported by a rounded relieving arch. A 

brick chimney flue with a corbelled cap is 

located midway between the opening of the 

staircase and the north end of the wing. The 

entrance to the basement is located at the 

north end of the east elevation. A single set 

of concrete steps leads to an original metal 

door, and the small basement utility room. 

(Figure 53) 

The main roof structure is framed in structural steel and covered in corrugated metal. This central section 

has a vaulted roof with a white stuccoed rounded gable. Historically, these gables were painted to reflect 

the ownership and use of the hangar. On the south gable, a ghost mark of the “Curtiss-Wright Flying 

Service” sign is visible; on the north gable, a ghost mark of the “Municipal Airport” sign is visible. Two 

green, cone-shaped light fixtures are located at the top of the gable underneath the roof. The roof over 
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Figure 51: Cut-in Pedestrian 

Door, North façade  

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 52: Ghost Mark, South façade  

 Photograph by Author 

 

the east lean-to is of concrete and asphalt construction to support the 

observation deck. The west lean-to roof, which did not need to 

support the weight of excited onlookers, is built of wood planks. Rows 

of clerestory windows offer additional light over each of the lean-to 

roofs. These windows are steel-framed and are divided into 5-by-3 

pane sections. Above the east lean-to, 3-by-2 central hoppers were 

included in some of the windows; none of the clerestory windows 

above the west lean-to include these.99 (Figure 54) 

On the interior walls of the east lean-to, the remains of five room 

divisions are visible. As this part of the building was used to greet 

the public and accommodate the administrative needs of the airport, 

it has seen the most changes. Early descriptions of the hangar stated 

that it would include a field manager‟s office, student study rooms, 

stock and sales rooms, a mechanical department and bathrooms.100 

While the mechanical department was likely located in the southwest 

corner of the hangar (in the west lean-to) based on evidence of 

temporary walls and a public door, the rest of these rooms would 

have been located in the east lean-to. (Figure 55) 

Columbia Curtiss-Wright Hangar Building History 

The Columbia Curtiss-Wright hangar is remarkable for the lack 

of substantial changes that have been made to it over the past 

eighty years. The alterations that have been made reflect 

changes in use and ownership. The dates given for these 

changes are largely based on historic images, and are given 

with as much specificity as possible. 

Originally, the hangar‟s roof was airmarked to inform pilots that 

they were at the Columbia, South Carolina airfield. The eastern 

side of the roof read “Columbia” and the western side read 

“Curtiss-Wright” in reference to the flying school. The “Curtiss-

Wright” mark was painted over by 1936 when the school 

closed. (Figures 13 &14) 

Both gables were also originally painted with the sign “Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service.” A windsock was also installed above the 

south gable. By 1936, these original signs were painted over. 

Soon after – certainly by 1940 – both north and south gables 

were painted to read “Municipal Airport Owens Field.” (Figures 

23 & 24) 

The inauguration of the civilian flight training program in 1939 and the installation of Army Air Corps 

and Observation Squadrons at Owens Field in 1940 resulted in remarkably few changes – particularly 

considering the plans that were proposed to expand the hangar‟s size. The “US ARMY” sign was stenciled 
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Figure 53: South façade and east elevation  

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 54: 105th at Owens Field, 1940 

Courtesy of Chris Eversmann 

 

on the south doors in 1940. By 1944, 

simple landscaping was added to the 

east side of the hangar. This included 

three patches of grass surrounded by 

white bollards, and a flagpole in front 

of the steps to the observation deck. 

Another flagpole had also been installed 

on the observation deck. Photographs 

from the following year show that an 

observation tower had been installed on 

the observation deck. While this tower is 

no longer extant, the concrete pad that 

was built to support it remains. (Figures 

23, 54, 85) 

The only significant interior renovations occurred in 1945, when the Hawthorne Flying Service took over 

as the fixed-base operator at Owens Field. The concrete block wall in the hangar‟s East lean-to had 

certainly been installed by this time, if not sooner. A promotional article in the July 1945 issue of Flying 

Magazine showed interior photographs of these rooms and praised Hawthorne for their recent 

improvements of the lounge, pilot‟s ready room and bathrooms.101 The mechanical department was 

located in the southwest corner of the west lean-to. (Figure 55) Based on these photographs, it is possible 

to begin to identify the placement of rooms within the east lean-to, beginning in the southeast corner and 

moving north. The first room, which retains a wooden door which may date to the historic period, was the 

airport manager‟s office. (Figure 56) Both this room and the next one to the north, the lounge, have a 

decorative cracked tile floor. (Figure 27) 

The next section may have been one room initially, but differences in flooring and wall ornament indicate 

that it was split in two. The southernmost of these rooms appears to have been the sales room (Figure 57); 

the other, which has a tile floor, was likely 

the lunchroom. (Figure 58) The next room 

to the north was used as the pilot‟s ready 

room. (Figure 59) The northernmost room 

in the lean-to is the bathrooms. (Figure 

60) Historically, a bathroom for each sex 

was installed, but the walls distinguishing 

the two have been removed over the 

years. The two sinks date to 1941 and 

1942, supporting the article‟s statement 

that the bathroom was renovated 

following the war.  

The hangar remained unpainted until at 

least 1948. A 1954 photograph shows 

that both the hangar and the South 

Carolina Aeronautics Commission building 
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Figure 55: Mechanical Department 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

 

Figure 56: Airport Manager‟s Office 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

 

Figure 57: Sales Counter 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

 

Figure 58: Skyshop Lunchroom 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

 

Figure 59: Pilot‟s Ready Room 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

 

Figure 60: Men‟s Bathroom 

Flying Magazine July 1945 

 

had been painted white. (Figure 61) Based on the way the paint has faded, it does not appear that the 

hangar received any later coats of paint. Changes that post-date the mid-1950s, such as the removal of 

interior walls, the installation of a new door and metal doorframe in the original west lean-to doorways 

and poor repairs to the brick columns are more difficult to date. Generally, these reflect the primary 

later use of the structure for maintenance and storage.  
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Figure 61: Owens Field Hangar 

Flying Magazine March 1954 

 

Figure 62: Water damage and cracking due 

to drainage problems 

Photograph by Author 

 

 
Preservation Plan 
 
Physical Assessment 

The lack of regular use and 

maintenance has taken a toll on the 

Curtiss-Wright hangar. While it is 

still structurally sound, repair and 

rehabilitation is necessary to make it 

usable for more than storage. The 

hangar was evaluated by the W.K. 

Dickson & Co. engineering firm of 

Raleigh, North Carolina, in 1997 

and 2001. Their recommendations 

serve as the foundation for this 

physical assessment and have been 

updated to reflect conditions in 

2011. 

The hangar‟s concrete foundation is sound. Only minimal signs of cracking or deterioration were 

observed. Additions to the structure are not recommended without review by engineers to determine the 

effect on weight loads. Water damage has had an effect on the exterior wall footings, which has resulted 

in some cracking and shifting of the walls. The roof drains need to be repaired and positive drainage 

away from the building needs to be created to stop further deterioration. (Figure 62) 

The hangar‟s steel framing is generally in good condition. 

Deterioration of the roof has led to water infiltration and 

the corrosion of some isolated areas. These must be 

repaired as part of any rehabilitation of the structure. 

The metal doors and door track have also suffered from 

damage and corrosion over the years. An essential 

feature of the hangar, these doors and tracks must be 

repaired. If future use of the structure requires that these 

doors be opened on a regular basis, the addition of a 

new system of door stops would help prevent further 

damage to these columns. (Figure 63) 

Both interior and exterior brick walls require repointing, 

the replacement of deteriorated mortar, to protect the 

brick from moisture. Poor repointing in the original 
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Figure 63: Door mechanism and 

column failure 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 64: Interior Plant Growth 

Photograph by Author 

 

manager‟s office has resulted in damage and spalling of the 

historic bricks; this mortar must be removed and these bricks 

repointed to prevent further damage. Plant growth must also be 

removed to prevent further deterioration (Figures 64 & 65). 

Extensive damage to the brick is isolated and further problems 

can be easily mitigated through repairs. Although non load-

bearing interior walls may be safely removed, this would 

damage the historic integrity of the hangar‟s interior spaces and 

is not recommended. 

The hangar‟s brick exterior walls were painted white during the 

late 1940s or early 1950s. Ideally, it would be preferred if the 

hangar could look as it did historically. Unfortunately, removing 

paint from brick is both tricky and problematic. Powerwashing 

and sandblasting have been used to remove paint from brick 

structures, but the consequences can be disastrous. These 

processes strip the outer, hard layer of the brick as well as the 

paint, allowing water to deteriorate and melt the brick. The paint 

can be removed by using gel or paste removers. The gel or paste 

should be applied to strips of fabric, and allowed to dry. When 

the fabric is pulled off, it will remove the gel and the paint. This is 

also a safe and effective way to ensure that all lead paint chips 

are contained. However, even this strategy may prove ineffective 

on the varied surface of the hangar‟s wire-cut brick. 

The brick columns supporting the hangar doors must be 

repaired and strengthened. They show cracking, possibly from 

a combination of careless handling of the doors and shifting of 

the walls due to water drainage under the structure. In some 

cases, they have already been poorly repaired with bricks that 

do not match the historic building material. These later repairs 

should be removed and redone with bricks that more closely 

match the brick used historically. All of these columns require 

structural strengthening to better withstand the stresses that 

have resulted in their present condition (Figure 66). 

The hangar‟s main roof has suffered extensive damage and 

must be replaced. Continued deterioration of the roof will only 

increase deterioration of the rest of the structure and 

rehabilitation costs (Figure 67). The roof of the east lean-to is 

in relatively good condition, only requiring the removal and 

replacement of the built-up roof on the concrete surface. The 
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Figure 65: Interior Brick Spalling 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 66: Column failure 

Photograph by Author 

 

west lean-to roof requires replacement, as the current wooden roof is likely in violation of the fire code 

(Figure 68).  

In 2011, Terracon Consultants, Inc. surveyed the hangar for lead 

paint and asbestos. All of the paint samples tested positively for 

lead. Asbestos was found in the window glazing and felt, deck tar, 

black and white floor tiles, roof tar flashing, roof insulating layer, 

pipe insulation and pipe elbow insulation. This will all have to be 

removed by professionals. Unlike the other asbestos-containing 

materials, the black and white floor tiles reflect the historic use of the 

hangar. These should be replaced with new tile that match the 

historic material.102 

 

Documentation of  Architectural and Design Features 

The Curtiss-Wright hangar is a relatively simple, industrial space. 

Any rehabilitation of the structure must retain the features that help 

clearly define its original use and should avoid adding more ornate 

features that were never there historically. As the hangar is listed in 

the National Register, any changes should comply with the Secretary 

of Interior‟s Standards for Rehabilitation. The features documented in 

this section are all considered to be important or essential to the 

overall character of the hangar. Exterior or structural features are 

listed first, followed by interior features. 

Unlike other industrial buildings, hangars required a large, open 

central space in which to maneuver airplanes. Newer roof styles, like 

the Curtiss-Wright hangar‟s vaulted roof, which supported themselves 

were integral in making this open space possible. This combination of 

space and height is perhaps the most basic feature of the hangar, 

but also the one which proclaims its original identity. Subdivision of 

this central space, either into floors or rooms, is not recommended 

(Figure 69). 

 

None of the hangar‟s original roof markings remain. Rehabilitation or restoration of the hangar should 

include the recreation of at least the “Columbia” roof mark. Unlike the “Curtiss-Wright” mark, the 

“Columbia” mark was maintained the entire time the hangar was being actively used. (Figures 13 & 14) 

Instead of recreating the “Curtiss-Wright” mark, a new mark could be created to reflect the new use of 

the hangar. Repainting these marks is an excellent interpretive opportunity, as well as an opportunity for 

users of the structure to advertise. 
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Figure 67: Roof deterioration 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 68: West lean-to interior roof 

Photograph by Author 

 

The two sets of eight large, sliding metal doors and the mechanism 

they run on also serve to visually define the hangar. Divided doors 

like those used at the Curtiss-Wright hangar quickly became 

recognized as a physical necessity; without mechanical assistance, 

larger metal doors were incredibly difficult to move, even by burly 

airplane mechanics. These doors and their mechanism should be 

retained in any future rehabilitation of the structure. If the new use 

of the building would not benefit from the opportunity to open 

these doors, they could be fixed in place; of course, the manner in 

which the doors are fixed must be reversible. (Figure 63) 

As in many other industrial spaces, the hangar is defined by its 

exposed metal trusses. Unless there is evidence that these were 

covered historically, as there is in some public rooms in the east 

lean-to, these should not be hidden. (Figure 68) This is particularly 

the case in the central hangar space and west lean-to. The beams 

supporting the roof of the west lean-to as well as the vertical 

beams defining the bays of the lean-to should remain visible. 

(Figure 69-70) 

Natural light was essential to a successful hangar. The top 2/3 of Curtiss-Wright hangar doors typically 

were large expanses of window glass and Columbia‟s hangar is no exception. Although all hangars had 

rows of windows on their long sides, the majority were spaced apart, similar to a factory or large 

industrial building. The first floor of Columbia‟s hangar maintains this pattern, but its second floor 

clerestory windows are particularly notable. Each side offers a long, relatively unobstructed bank of 

windows that is unique among Curtiss-Wright hangars. While none of the original glass remains, the metal 

window framing is sound and should be retained. (Figure 71) Although these large expanses of glass 

might be considered an issue in terms of energy consumption, there are a number of options for 

increasing their efficiency including installing insulated glass and creating a large, custom “storm” window 

as secondary glazing. 

The small, separate brick structure on the west side of 

the hangar represents an important part of the Curtiss-

Wright hangar‟s history. It was built in 1940 to house 

electrical equipment that controlled the newly installed 

runway lights. A few original electrical elements remain 

in the corners, and these should be kept as signs of the 

structure‟s original function. A flat replacement roof 

should be built to match historic images. As a simple, 

functional structure, its exterior appearance could be 

easily retained while using the interior for storage, 

office space or even a unique, cozy dining space.  

(Figure 72 and 73) 
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Figure 69: Open interior space of the hangar 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 70: Remnants of plaster ceiling in bathroom 

Photograph by Author 

 

Observation decks were a standard 

feature for Curtiss-Wright Flying 

Service hangars. They enabled the 

visiting public to watch planes, but 

more importantly, gave a place for 

flying instructors to examine their 

students.  The observation deck is still a 

dynamic, interesting space, and should 

be kept open to the public. Enclosure 

of this space is not recommended, but 

minimal railings to increase safety may 

be necessary. (Figure 74) 

Each of the eight central brick columns 

of the hangar are topped with round, 

concrete finials. Probably due to the 

fact that Columbia‟s hangar was 

designed by an engineer, these are the 

only purely decorative feature of the 

building. Only half of these survive and the others should be reproduced. This relatively austere 

ornamentation draws attention to the functional, stripped-down nature of the structure. (Figure 75) 

The hangar‟s two lean-tos were never fundamentally altered from their original design: that one would 

serve as closed-in, “public” space and 

the other would remain open to 

accommodate the machine shop. The 

combination of large and small windows 

to suit the rooms in the east lean-to 

contrasts sharply with the large, 

identical windows of the west lean-to. 

(Figure 53 and 76) A public office for 

the machine shop was later added in the 

southwest corner of the west lean-to, but 

its walls were temporary and have since 

been removed. (Figure 77) Keeping the 

west lean-to open is preferable. If new 

uses require that this section be closed 

in, a brick wall should not be made to 

match the east lean-to. The steel columns 

should remain visible, and the new wall 

should suit its surroundings but not 

appear historic. 

The clear room distinctions in the public, east lean-to should be maintained. It is remarkable that so many 

signs of the former rooms remain, such as the original frame walls, baseboards, checkerboard tile floor 
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Figure 71: Clerestory and door windows 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 72: Electrical outbuilding 

Photograph by Author 

 

and decorative broken tile floor. New organization of this space should follow along historic room 

divisions when possible. It is also preferred that defining features of individual rooms, such as the floors, 

also be retained. (Figure 78 and 79)  

The minimal use of the hangar since the mid-

20th century has resulted in a distinct lack of 

interior changes. The two remaining sinks in the 

bathroom date from 1941 and 1942 and were 

installed by the Hawthorne Flying Service when 

they updated their facilities in 1945. These 

serve as an important document of the hangar‟s 

history and should require minimal additional 

work to be made functional again. (Figure 80) 

The shower, which was made by the Elkay 

Manufacturing Company of Elkay, IL, was also 

added during this period but is damaged and 

has limited utility for future uses of the building 

and does not need to be retained. (Figure 81) 

The manager‟s office door is the hangar‟s only 

remaining historic door. Still structurally sound, 

the door is only missing its original screen 

material. It could be fixed as a screen door or adapted to hold panes of glass. (Figure 82)  

Many interior and exterior lighting fixtures remain throughout the 

hangar. The four green, cone-shaped exterior lamps on the 

hangar gables date from the hangar‟s opening day in 1930. The 

fixtures in the east lean-to are most decorative and those in the 

central hangar are the most simple. (Figures 67-69) In the 

bathroom, the two ceiling fixtures are stylistically different; this 

likely serves as a clue to how it was divided into men‟s and 

women‟s sections. (Figure 83) As many of these should be 

retained as possible and any new fixtures should be consistent 

with the styles of fixtures in the hangar. 

The interior fireproof doors reflect the industrial nature of the 

hangar and they should be retained. Two kinds of fireproof 

doors are found in the hangar. The maker‟s mark on the 

fireproof manager‟s office door reads “Durand‟s Tin Clad Fire 

Door, American Sheet Metal Works, Manufacturers, New 

Orleans, LA.” The large door and door to the bathroom are 

Keystone Copper Steel fireproof doors. The large, diamond-

shape fire door hanger mechanisms should also be retained. 

These were made by the Allith Prouty Company of Danville, 

Illinois, and their unique, stylized shape is remarkable. (Figure 84) 
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Figure 73: Insulators in electrical outbuilding 
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Figure 74: Observation deck 

Photograph by Author 

 

Potential Interpretive Opportunities 

Regardless of how the Curtiss-Wright hangar is rehabilitated, it is essential that some form of 

interpretation of the structure‟s history be included in the final plans. Several ideas are offered here, 

many of which could be effectively combined. While the majority of these suggestions are intended to be 

implemented as part of a rehabilitation, some could be begun sooner as part of a campaign to build 

awareness about the history of Owens Field and the Curtiss-Wright hangar. 

Traditional interpretive panels with historic photographs can very 

effectively help visitors to the hangar quickly grasp what will be 

for most an unfamiliar history. Rather than a full scale museum 

exhibit, two or three stand-alone, wall-mounted panels could be 

created. The concept behind a stand-alone panel is that the 

reader can understand the content of one panel without having 

read the others; of course, the hope is that they will read them 

all. Because of this feature, these could be all located in one 

“museum” section of the hangar or placed in different public 

areas. If created before the rehabilitation is complete, these 

panels could be temporarily displayed in the terminal or a public 

space like McKissick Museum, Historic Columbia Foundation, the 

Columbia Museum of Art or the Tapps Arts Center. This would 

both inform Columbians about the history of the city and cultivate 

interest in the hangar.  

Other, more creative and subtle, forms of 

interpretation could also be employed. Perhaps 

one of the simplest but most important would be its 

name. Although typical historic names of the 

structure might be dismissed as lacking pizzazz, it 

is important that the name at least references 

aviation or the building‟s original use as a hangar. 

Historically, the hangar‟s rounded gables and roof 

were painted to help identify it. These changed 

over time, but the most notable are the “Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service” and “Columbia Municipal 

Airport” signs that were painted on the gables. The 

roof read “Curtiss-Wright Columbia” and 

“Columbia.” The gables could be repainted so that 

each side reads one of the labels; if the new users 

of the hangar would benefit from advertising to 

pilots or their passengers, the roof could also be 

painted. For example, a restaurant might paint “Columbia” as well as the restaurant‟s name on the roof 

to have a historically accurate form of advertising. 
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Figure 75: Concrete ball finial 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 76: West elevation and electrical building 

Photograph by Author 

 

Regardless of the building‟s eventual use, historic photographs 

with small explanatory labels could be placed on the walls in 

public areas. Copies of newspaper articles relating important 

events in the history of the hangar (e.g. Opening Day, the visits 

of famous people, etc.) could also be used to inform the public. In 

the case of a restaurant, and possibly a caterer, menus could 

contain a brief paragraph relating the history of the hangar. 

Meals and drinks inspired by or directly copying those that were 

popular in the 1920s and 1930s would also add an air of 

authenticity and a sense of the building‟s history. 

Wayside signage placed outside the building could be installed 

as part of the hangar‟s rehabilitation, but it could also be 

designed and installed before such a project even started. 

Waysides, freestanding exhibit panels like those that are used at 

state and national parks, draw the interest of passersby. The 

panel or panels would potentially include historic photographs, a 

few paragraphs briefly explaining all or part of the history of 

the hangar, and a QR (Quick Response) code which can be read 

by smartphones and would lead to the University of South 

Carolina‟s Moving Image Research Collections‟ video of opening 

day at Owens Field or a website with more information about the hangar. These could be placed on the 

outskirts of the property, or possibly in the Owens Field Park.  

Recommendations for Future Use 

The open space, simple industrial finishes, 

and predominance of natural light offered 

by the Curtiss-Wright hangar result in an 

ideal situation for a creative rehabilitation. 

Provided that care is taken to respect its 

architectural features, the opportunities for 

different uses for the hangar is truly only 

limited by the imagination. The suggestions 

provided here are intended to serve as a 

starting point for future development and 

are by no means an exhaustive list of all 

potential opportunities.  

As the 1998 Richland County Airport 

Commission Task Force on the hangar 

suggested, the space has the potential to be 

a community center.103 Part of the space could be dedicated for exhibits about the airport‟s history and 

South Carolina aviation pioneers. Rooms for meeting space could be created in the east lean-to. The 

proximity of the hangar to City Roots also makes it a great location for Columbia‟s bi-weekly farmer‟s 
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Figure 77: Evidence of machine-

shop divider in west lean-to 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 78: Room divisions in east lean-to 

Photograph by Author 

 

market. A larger space would help encourage continued 

expansion and success of the market. Retaining the large hangar 

doors would offer seasonal indoor/outdoor space for community 

festivals and events like a farmer‟s market. 

Instead of only using a part of the hangar for exhibit space, the 

entire building could be adapted for use as an aviation history 

museum. The large, central space of the hangar could easily hold 

a small number of planes as well as exhibit panels and objects. 

However, the building offers limited space for offices, curation 

labs, and storage space necessary for the proper functioning of 

a museum. The museum would also have to compete with the 

larger and more established aviation museums in Charlotte, 

North Carolina (Aviation Museum of the Carolinas) and Pooler, 

Georgia (Mighty 8th Air Force Museum). 

The hangar has the potential to be one of Columbia‟s most 

exciting restaurants. Columbians have embraced the industrial 

style offered by rehabilitated warehouses in the Vista; the 

exposed beams and high ceilings offered by the hangar are 

similar to this style, but the rounded roof and large expanses of 

glass offer a uniqueness of space that no other establishment can 

match. The walled-in east lean-to could be adapted to house kitchens, office space, and bathrooms. The 

observation deck could also be used as an intimate outdoor bar or dining space. The close proximity of 

the hangar to City Roots, Columbia‟s organic 

urban farm, creates additional opportunity 

for the restaurant to use and spotlight local 

food. An aviation or 1920s/1930s theme 

would be perfectly suited. A 1936 issue 

N.A.A. Magazine even offers a drink 

suggestion for the menu: “Dexter‟s Aviation 

Special.” Dexter Martin created and 

preferred a cocktail of domestic whiskey, 

grapefruit juice, and cracked ice.104 

Along similar lines, the hangar would be ideal 

for rental as an event space. It is easy to 

envision high school proms, weddings and 

wedding receptions, political fundraising 

dinners or large community events taking 

place in the hangar. It offers plenty of room 

for tables and chairs, mingling, and dancing! 

Once again the lean-to could be adapted for 

catering kitchens and bathroom space and the observation deck could be used as a more private space, 

perhaps for special guests. The Curtiss-Wright hangar has accommodated this kind of event in the past, 
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Figure 79: Room divisions in east lean-to 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 80: Date stamp of left sink 

Photograph by Author 

 

most notably a barbeque for politicians and city leaders shortly after the building was completed in 

February 1930.105  

Columbia has many small music venues and several 

large ones, but there is a distinct lack of mid-size 

venues. The hangar could fill that need. Outdoor 

concerts, where the band was set up on the 

observation deck, could also be held in the space. 

With a careful event coordinator, it is possible that 

the space could be maximized by using it 

alternately for events and concerts. To be used 

exclusively as a music venue, bathrooms a bar and 

potentially a small catering kitchen would suffice. 

The hangar could also be adapted for use as a 

business incubator. Office space could be created 

in each of the lean-tos. In particular, the central 

ceiling height of the hangar offers space for more 

unusual businesses. For example, it would be a 

great interior space for traditional timber framing or for assembling framing members for general home 

construction before transport to their final destination. Businesses related to aviation technology might be 

preferred to help maintain a focus on the 

hangar‟s original use. 

Of course, the hangar could easily be 

transformed into a mixed-use space that 

includes some or all of these suggestions. For 

example, one or both of the lean-tos could be 

converted for rentable office and meeting 

space and a catering kitchen. The large 

hangar space could be used for private and 

community events. Operation of the space as 

a permanent restaurant might limit some 

mixed use, however. 

After so many ideas for new uses for the 

building, it may seem strange to end by 

suggesting that new uses are not necessary. 

The Curtiss-Wright hangar could still be used 

as a hangar, but one that offers something 

fundamentally different from other hangars 

on site. It is not hard to envision its use as an 

upscale vintage or retro-styled hangar by a corporation or university. The east lean-to could be 

rehabilitated to include meeting rooms and a comfortable lounge so guests could be welcomed in style. 
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Figure 81: Elkay Manufacturing Company Shower 
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Figure 82: Manager‟s Office Door 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 84: Keystone Copper Steel fireproof door with 

Allith hangers 

Photograph by Author 

 

Figure 83: Decorative fixture in bathroom 

Photograph by Author 

 

Used in this way, the Curtiss-Wright hangar could once again serve as a “Gateway to Columbia” just as 

L.B. Owens originally envisioned it. 
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Summary and Conclusions 
 

As the foundation of the second municipal airport in South Carolina, Columbia‟s Curtiss-Wright hangar is 

a significant part of South Carolina‟s aviation history. Led by Mayor L.B. Owens, prominent Columbia 

residents worked to obtain land, funding, and commercial cooperation to make their aspirations a reality. 

While it took some time to get an air mail line, the involvement of the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service was a 

huge success for the new airport. Columbia‟s Curtiss-Wright hangar was actively used between 1929 and 

1955. This time frame can be split into three different, equally important periods of its use: the Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service (1929-1936), Municipal (1936-1939, 1945-1955), and Military (1939-1945). 

The most important constant through each of these periods of use is the prominence of flying schools in 

each. Though the flying schools themselves changed, the fact that so few changes were necessary to the 

structure over this nearly thirty year period is a testament to the good design offered by the Curtiss-

Wright Flying Service. 

Multipurpose hangars were common at small airports, and multifunction design was standard among 

Curtiss-Wright Flying Service hangars. Most architects designing airport buildings were influenced by art 

deco styles, and the majority of Curtiss-Wright hangars had this modern look. While there is no definitive 

list of structure built by the Flying Service, it is estimated that the company built 35 hangars across the 

country. Stylistically, they have been divided into basic, mid-range, and high-style hangars for the 

purpose of this report. While most Curtiss-Wright hangars are mid-range, the Columbia hangar best fits 

the basic style. The Flying Service repeated several designs, but the Columbia hangar is unique; its 

stripped-down design indicates it may have been designed following the stock market crash. Of the 

original 35 hangars, only 6 survive. Of these, some have been drastically modified and no longer 

resemble historic photographs. The Columbia hangar is the only hangar which remains unchanged. 

In 2011, the basic structure of the Curtiss-Wright hangar remains in good condition. To ensure that this 

remains the case, some maintenance of the structure, such as the replacement of the deteriorating roof, 

may be necessary even before a public-private partnership is formally established. In terms of its design, 

the hangar is relatively simple and industrial. As a result, many of the architectural features that must be 

preserved in the course of the rehabilitation of the structure are basic to its very form, such as its 

distinctive columns, observation deck and roof. The interpretation and redevelopment suggestions offered 

by this report are intended to serve as a guide for the future use of the structure. They should serve as a 

jumping-off point rather than constrict the numerous possibilities for new uses for the hangar.  

The Curtiss-Wright hangar is important not only within the history of South Carolina aviation, but also to 

the Columbia community. The foundation provided by this report should be used to guide future research 

and inform the rehabilitation of the hangar. After years of disuse, it is time for the hangar to be 

reinvigorated with the spirit of excitement and possibility that characterized its early years. 
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Figure 76: Owens Field, 1945 

Flying Magazine July 1945 
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Known Hangars 
 
The process of determining how many hangars were built by Curtiss-Wright for either the Airports 

Corporation or the Flying Service has been both tedious and frustrating. A visit to the National Air and 
Space Museum Archives confirmed that no formal list exists within public company records. This likely due 
in part to the bold actions of the company, particularly the Flying Service, to expand and improve 

airports throughout the country in 1929. Continued expansion was halted by the stock market crash. 
 

Historic Flying Service advertisements, local histories, and the websites of museums, airports, and local 
historians proved invaluable. Based on this information, it is estimated that 35 Curtiss-Wright hangars 

were built. Of these, only six are extant. For more information on these hangars, please see the 
spreadsheet on the following page. When possible, brief architectural descriptions are included. 

Categories have been left blank to reflect unknown information. In all cases, citations have been 
provided. 
 

 
Abbreviations: 

 
ALKA   Abandoned and Little Known Airfields website http://www.airfields-freeman.com/ 

American Architect Steuber, Louis M. “Commercial Hangars.” The American Architect 136 (1929): 81- 

  87. 

(Arcadia)  Book published within Arcadia series 

CWFS Ad   Curtiss-Wright Flying Service. “A Word to the Ambitious to get Out of the Crowd  

  and into Aviation.” Aeronautics, March 1930, 52-53. 

Manufacturer’s Record Please see the Manufacturer’s Record article regarding this hangar that was cited in 

  the text of the report 
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Airport Location Date Style / 

Form 

Architect Extant Citation 

 Atlanta, GA 1930   No CWFS Ad 

Curtiss-Wright 

Pimlico Airport 

Baltimore, MD 1929 2; art 

deco, 

concrete 

block 

 No ALKA 

 Boston, MA    No CWFS Ad 

 Bridgeport, 

CT 

   No 

 

CWFS Ad 

 Buffalo, NY    No CWFS Ad 

 Caldwell, NJ    No CWFS Ad 

Curtiss-

Reynolds Field 

/ Glenview 

Naval Air 

Station 

Chicago, IL 1929 3-section 

hangar; 

brick and 

steel; 

central 

control 

tower 

Andrew 

Rebori 

Yes – now 

a 

shopping 

mall 

ALKA; Glenview Naval Air 

Station (Arcadia) 

Note: this structure was not strictly 

a hangar, and has not been 

included among the 6 extant 

hangars 

 Cleveland, 

OH 

   No CWFS Ad 

Owens Field Columbia, SC 1930 Basic; brick 

and stucco 

D.H. Reed Yes See report text 

 Columbus, OH 1929 Depot 

hangar 

George M. 

Bartlett 

No American Architect 

 Denver, CO    No CWFS Ad 

Dalworth / 

Curtiss-Wright 

Airport 

Grand Prairie, 

TX (Dallas) 

1929 Art deco; 

steel & 

stucco 

 No Manufacturer’s Record; ALKA 
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Airport Location Date Style / 

Form 

Architect Extant Citation 

 Grosse Ile, MI 

(Detroit) 

1929 Basic; steel 

& brick 

 Yes Grosse Ile (Arcadia); 

http://nasgi.net/tim2.htm 

 Hartford, CT    No CWFS Ad 

 Indianapolis, 

IN 

   No CWFS Ad 

 Kansas City, 

KS 

1929 Service 

hangar 

George M. 

Bartlett 

No American Architect 

Mines Field Los Angeles, 

CA 

1930 Spanish 

Colonial; 

steel & 

stucco 

Gable & 

Wyant 

Yes The Architectural Forum, 1930; Los 

Angeles International (Arcadia) 

Bowman Field Louisville, KY 1929   No Encyclopedia of Louisville 

 Memphis, TN    No CWFS Ad 

 Miami, FL 1930 Art Deco; 

steel & 

stucco 

Sandquist & 

Snow 

No Manufacturers Record; 

www.pbase.com/image/978664

41 

Curtiss-Wright 

/ Timmerman 

Field 

Milwaukee, 

WI 

1929 Art Deco; 

“wings” 

over door; 

steel & 

brick 

 Yes Wisconsin Historical Society 

image; Milwaukee Public Library 

image 

 Moline, IL    No CWFS Ad 

 Oklahoma 

City, OK 

1929 Art Deco; 

steel & 

stucco 

J.F. Russell 

Construction

Company 

No ALKA; www.wileyposthangar.com 

 Pittsburgh, PA    No CWFS Ad 

 Portland, ME    No CWFS Ad 
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Airport Location Date Style / 

Form 

Architect Extant Citation 

 Providence, RI    No CWFS Ad 

Raleigh 

Municipal 

Airport 

Raleigh, NC 1929   No AKLA 

 Rockland, ME    No CWFS Ad 

 San Francisco, 

CA 

   No CWFS Ad 

Curtiss-

Steinberg /     

St. Louis 

Downtown 

Airport 

St. Louis, MO 1929   Yes - 2/3 

originals 

in use 

St. Louis Air & Space Museum 

website; 

www.stlouisdowntownairport.com

/history.htm 

 Syracuse, NY    No CWFS Ad 

 Toledo, OH    No CWFS Ad 

 Valley 

Stream, NY 

   No CWFS Ad 

 Worcester, 

MA 

   No CWFS Ad 
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Digital Files of Newspaper Articles 
 
In the process of investigating the Curtiss-Wright hangar, it was necessary to undertake extensive 

newspaper research. While I was able to find some articles regarding the history of Owens Field in 
scrapbooks at the South Caroliniana Library, the Richland County Public Library‟s microfilm collections 
proved essential. I reviewed Digital files of these articles were created and can be found on the CD 

enclosed with this report. The files are divided by newspaper (The Columbia Record or The State), further 
subdivided into folders by year, and individually labeled with the date. To help guide search through 

these, a guide listing the dates and headlines for each digital file has been included with this report. 
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The Columbia Record  

4/1/29  “Airmail Poundage Growing: Possible Use of Route for Columbia Would Be at Least 45 Pounds, 

Indicated – Twice Spartanburg‟s” 

4/2/29 “Seek Air Mail for Columbia – Would Connect Proposed Route With Gulf Line” 

4/3/29 “Columbians at Airway Meeting in Columbus, GA. – Owens, McMaster and Horton Help Organize 

„Southern Airways Association‟ – 9 Cities Represented – Boost New Aerial Route, Via Columbia, 

Washington to Los Angeles” 

4/5/29 “Airport Site Deed Accepted – Revised Paper, Agreeable to Richland Delegation, to be 

Executed.” 

4/9/29 “Hoover Boosts Air Field” 

 “Airway Conference Report Made To Council By Mayor – Proposed Transcontinental Route 

Discussed at Columbus Meeting Would Pass Through Columbia and Augusta” 

4/14/29 “Two Cities Seek Air Mail Route – Columbia and Charleston May Join Hands to Secure 

Commercial Line” 

4/17/29 “Columbians Seek Air Mail Route – Mayor Owens and F.H. McMaster to Attend Conference in 

Washington” (2 pages) 

4/19/29 “Airport Land Deeded To City; Work Begins Soon – Richland County Transfers Melton-Belser-Kohn 

Property to Columbia Assuring Municipal Flying Field” 

4/24/29 “Columbians At Airway Meet – Urge New Aerial Route, Columbia to be Included – Southern 

Airway Association in Conference With U.S. Air Officials – Washington-Los Angeles – Owens, 

Moorman, McMaster and Lykes Representing This City” 

4/27/29 “City Takes Deed To Airport Site – Melton-Belser-Kohn Property Transferred to Columbia by 

County” 

5/23/29 “Columbia Heard From at Airmail Meet In Capital – Joins With Other Southern Cities in Urging 

Line Through Section – Many Routes Outlined – Conference Held With Hoover‟s Committee, With 

McCracken Presiding” 

5/24/29 “Columbia May Get Place on Air-Rail Line – Head of Southern Skylines Company Assures Mayor 

Owens of Designation – Go Before Commission – Washington Conference Most Satisfactory to 

Columbia Delegates” (2 pages) 

5/28/29 “Airport Group Makes Report – City Council Hears Favorable Story from Columbians Who 

Attended Conference” 

5/31/29 “Heslep to Build Camden Hanger – Columbia Contractor Will Erect $11,800 Building At Airport” 

6/13/29 “C.E. Jones Sees Airmail For South Carolina Soon – Highway Chairman at Air Meeting in 

Washington While There On Cement Tariff Mission” 

6/19/29 “Columbia Made Stop On Air Passenger Route – Washington To Texas Airline Open By July 1 – 

Columbia,, Augusta, Macon, Columbus, Montgomery, Other Cities on Route - $5,000,000 

Company – Announcement Is Outcome of Meeting Held in Columbus Few Months Ago” 

6/22/29 “Trans-Atlantic Flyer Promises New Air Service – Eastern Air Express Will Inaugurate Southern Air 

Passenger Line – Airport Must Be Good – Cooperation Seen in Late Summer “If the Fields Are In 

Condition” ” 

 “Passenger And Freight Planes Will Stop Here – Southern Air Express to Connect Montgomery 

and Washington – Columbia Port of Call – Planes to Start on Montgomery End Monday – Here 

By July 1”  

 “Three Airlines Would Stop Here – Southern Air Express, Eastern Air Express, Southern Skylines 

Announce” (2 pages) 
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6/23/29 “Curtiss Plane to Columbia – Fourth Airways Company Interested In Line Through S.C. – Large 

Plane Scheduled to Arrive Wednesday – Chamberlin, Southern Air, Eastern Air, Skylines Interested 

– Company Official to See Port” (2 pages) 

 “Work On Airport Making Progress – Columbia Field Ready for Landing Within 30 Days, 

Engineer Estimates” (2 pages) 

6/25/29 “Curtiss Airplane Co. Would Build Hangars And Operate School – Commercial Aero-

Transportation Also Proposed for Columbia – Sales Service For Planes Contemplated. – Aviation 

School Would Offer Colleges Courses in Aeronautical Engineering Plane Here Tomorrow.” 

 “Columbians Will take Flight To Raleigh Airport – Curtiss Is Awaiting Action by City on Proposition 

Concerning Field – Officials To Confer – Owens, Hoefer and Herbert Scheduled for Plane Trip; 

Others By Train” (2 pages) 

6/26/29 “Rain, Cloudy Skies Postpone Flight Of Officials To Raleigh – Mayor Owens, Councilman Hoefer, 

and Representative Herbert Wait Patiently For Plane That Fails to Arrive – Lykes and Horton Go 

By Train – Conference on Curtiss Company Developing Airport May Be Held Thursday” 

 “Carolina Would Cooperate With Curtiss Company – Dean of Engineering School Says Would 

Welcome Aviation Studies” 

7/11/29 “Oceanic Flyer Makes Columbia Friday at 4:30 – Eastern Air Express Sending First Place Over 

New York-Miami Route – Open Line in 60 Days – Trans-Atlantic Flyer Completing Arrangements 

for Air Express Service” (2 pages) 

7/12/29 “Columbia To Welcome Trans-Atlantic Airman At Fair Grounds Today – Famous Flyer, With Two 

Eastern Air Express Officials, Blazing New Plane Route From New York to Miami – Air Line 

Scheduled To Operate Within 30 Days – Huge Crowd Expected to Greet Visitors – Mayor Will 

Fly” 

7/13/29 “Curtiss Company to Operate Columbia‟s Airport – N.Y. To Miami Airmail Stop Here; Greenville 

to Myrtle Beach Line – Eight Planes to Be Stationed in Columbia – Flying School to Be Conducted – 

To Build Large Hangar. – Threadgill, District Manager, Outlines Plans For Developing Columbia 

Airport – To Seek Other Companies” 

 “Airmail Route To Be Inaugurated To Florida Soon – Morris, Here With Chamberlin Says He Has 

Assurances – Chamberlin Pleases – Makes Graceful Landing in Columbia – Visits Augusta” (2 

pages) 

 “City And Flying Company Agree To Announced Plans – Curtiss Company to Develop Field, Run 

School, Operate Lines – Agreement Is Reached – Plans Outlined in The Record June 25 Carried 

Out In Contract” (2 pages) 

7/14/29 “2 Air Routes Subject Of E.H. Threadgill‟s Columbia Conference – Vice President in Charge of 

Curtiss Operations in Carolinas, Will Meet Aviation Officials Here – Columbia to Be on New York-

Jacksonville Line and State Route – To Have Flying School – Get Airmail” 

7/15/29 “Curtiss To Send Planes To Columbia In Few Days – Thomas J. Kirkland Likely Represent Curtiss 

Here – Fine Port, Says Curtiss Official, in City” 

7/16/29 “Curtiss Official Hops To Columbia In Interest of Local Airport and Development of Flying School 

Here – E.A. Threadgill of Raleigh Pays City Visit By Airplane – To Consult University – May Name 

Kirkland and Bostick Sales Representatives Here”(2 pages) 

7/17/29 “Sign Local Airport Lease Soon – Progress Shown At Conference Here Wednesday – Columbia 

and Richland Officials Meet With Curtiss Representative – Party Flies to Camden – Matter of 

Aviation School at University to be Considered Later (2 pages) 
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7/18/29 “Airport Lease is Authorized – Columbia Council Empowers Mayor to Sign Curtiss Contract” (2 

pages) 

7/22/29 “Division Terminal Here, Predicts Air Express Man – P.G.B. Morriss, of Eastern Air Express, Likes 

Columbia Airport – Is Here For Inspection – Proposes For Company to Make Headquarters Here – 

Sees Airmail” (2 pages) 

7/27/29 “Pitcairn Officials In City For Port Survey – Looking Into Possibilities of Airmail Route Through 

Columbia – Pleased With Airport – Westing and Elliott of Airplane Company, Meet City 

Officials” (2 pages) 

7/30/29 “Airport Contract Now In Hands Of Curtiss, In N.Y. – Sent by Threadgill to Headquarters, With 

Equipment Order – Air Service By Dec. 1 – Columbia Virtually Assured of Double Daily Miami-

N.Y. Service” 

8/18/29 “Cross-Country Line Considers Columbia Stop – Curtiss Development Plans Delayed Pending 

Company‟s Decision – Contract Is Approved – If Columbia Is Selected Plans For Airport Are to Be 

Enlarged” (2 pages) 

8/19/29 “Official Denies Company Expects To Develop Field – Frank L. Hale, Vice President of Curtiss, 

Says “Purely Rumor” – Says Idea Been Dropped – Negotiations With Threadgill at Raleigh Not 

Recognized in N.Y.” 

8/20/29 “Airport Matter To Be Settled Soon – Curtiss New York Headquarters Not Familiar With Plans, 

Threadgill Says” 

8/21/29 “Curtiss Manager Says Working On Columbia Project – „Proper Authorities‟ Have Approved Plans 

For Field, Threadgill Says – Do Not Want Publicity – Columbia Airport Development Program Be 

Given Curtiss Next Week” (2 pages) 

8/25/29 “Columbia Airport Plans Be Talked In N.Y. Tuesday – Curtiss Company Officials Expected to Make 

Definite Announcement – “Up In The Air” Now – Threadgill and Vice President Have Made 

Conflicting Statements” 

9/13/29 “Curtiss Men, In Columbia, Offer Praise For City – Sales Representatives, of Raleigh, N.C., Pleased 

With Local Airport, Fly Here In Robin Ship – Curtiss Now Considering Proposition to Lease 

Columbia‟s Flying Field” (2 pages) 

9/16/29 “Haldeman to Pilot “City of Columbia”, Mayor Owens Aboard – Mayor Leaves City Tomorrow, to 

Fly Back in Ship Named For Columbia – Start New York-Miami Line – Mayor‟s Daughter, Mrs. 

LaRoche, to Christen “City of Columbia” – Program at Airport Here Friday” (2 pages) 

9/19/29 “Dorothy Stone Christens Ship, „City of Columbia‟ – Highest Paid Actress Breaks Bottle of 

Champagne on Airplane‟s Nose – Arrives Here Tomorrow – Mayor Owens Aboard, Fleet Leaves 

New York Today – Haldemann Drives” (2 pages) 

 “Will Welcome and Christen Columbia Ship – “City of Columbia” Makes First Trip to City – Mayor 

Rides – Arrive At 11 O‟Clock – Platform Erected For Christening – Luncheon Tendered Flyers” 

 “Airport Route Clearly Marked – Collins Tells Motorists How to Reach Columbia Landing Field” 

9/20/29 “Christening Of “City Columbia” Draws Thousands – Mayor‟s Daughter Breaks Champagne Bottle 

On Nose of “Our Own” – Fleet Arrives On Time – Columbia‟s New Airport Delights Officers of 

Eastern Express” (2 pages) 

 “Air Service For Columbia To Be Daily By Dec. 1 – Planes Will Travel Each Way Twice a Week at 

Inauguration – P.G.B. Morris Announces – Head of Eastern Air Express Pleased With Columbia 

Welcome” 

9/22/29 “First U.S. Army Plane Uses Port – Marshall Andrews and Lieut. Stranahan Fly to Columbia” (2 

pages) 
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 “Columbians Say Will Use Route – Eastern Air Express Line To Be Patronized, Business Men Say” 

9/23/29 “Flying Service Chartered Here – Columbia Corporation Will Be Sales and Service Branch of 

Curtiss Co.” 

10/1/29 “City‟s Airport Contract About To Be Signed – City Council and Threadgill Iron Out Minor 

Differences Today – Signed On Wednesday – Mullins to Redraft – Will be A-1 Field – Not 

Lighted As Yet” (2 pages) 

10/2/29 “Airport Contract Ratified; Build $100,000 Hangar – Southeastern Headquarters of Curtiss Likely 

Located Here – So Declares Threadgill – City Council Acts in Special Session Today – Start 

Hangar Soon” (2 pages) 

10/3/29 “S.C. To Be Represented at Southern Airport Meeting – Important Conference Scheduled For 

Atlanta on October 14 – Will Survey and Plan.” 

10/4/29 “Girl Flyer With Columbia‟s Line – Elinor Smith To Be Assistant Manager for Miami-Camden Line” 

 “Mayor Owens First To Use Air Express” 

10/7/29 “To Build Hangar At Airport Soon – Bids Sought For Permanent Structure – Temporary Hangar 

First” 

 “Columbia Gets Night Flying – New York-Miami Passenger Ship Lands After Dark With 

Headlights” 

 “Many Airplanes Visit Columbia – Last Week Saw Much Activity for Columbia – City on Air Map 

Now” 

10/13/29 “Airport Hangar Bids In Tuesday – On Same Day Curtiss Service Plane Will Fly to Columbia from 

Raleigh” (2 pages) 

10/30/29 “Airport Contract Be Let Tomorrow – Curtiss Agent Will Announce Contractor For Columbia 

Building” 

11/1/29 “W.A. Crary & Son Given Contract For Construction – Engineer of Curtiss Company, from New 

York, Opens Bids – Hangar To Be Of Brick – To Have Observation Deck, Shops, Offices – For 

Dozen Planes” 

11/3/29 “Curtiss Names Manager Here – Southee Heads Columbia Airport – School Going by Spring” 

11/4/29 “Airport‟s Boss Reaches City – Southee Busy Today Getting Contracts Ready – Hangar Goes Up” 

11/7/29 “Thousands Hear Addresses, See Many Planes Fly – Twenty Air Ships Feature Program at New 

Landing Field – Columbians Present – Governor and Congressman Stevenson Speak – Parade is 

Held” (Camden) 

 “Workmen Busy on New Hangar” 

11/10/29 “Hangar Being Erected At Columbia‟s Airport” 

11/18/29 Airplane Cartoon: “A Few Years From Now When We All Own Airplanes” 

11/26/29 “No Decision in Airmail Matter For Columbians – Southeastern Area is Excluded in Hearing at 

Washington Monday – Delegation Not Heard – Committee Likely to Route Line By St. Louis, 

Cutting Columbia Off” 

12/1/29 “Model Airplane Here For School – Curtiss Sends Ship of Regulation Size For Use in Columbia 

School” 

12/12/29 “Airport Hangar At Tampa Burns With Heavy Loss – Blaze Not Discovered Until Explosions 

Awakened Nearby Residents – Figure $100,000 Loss – One of Lost Planes Owned by Randall 

Norvell of St. Louis” 

1/7/30 “Aviatrix Flies to Columbia – Arrives at Airport at 12:45, from Raleigh – Met By Junior League” 

1/8/30 “American Women More Airminded – Famous Woman Flyer Is Columbia‟s Guest, and Talks of 

Aviation” 
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1/9/30 “Aviatrix Leaves Columbia 10:30, Crashes At Noon – Plane Falls Near Woodbine, Ga., Mrs. Paris 

Killed Instantly – Was Entertained Here – Famous Flyer Had Arrived Tuesday – “Never Needed 

Parachute.” ” (2 pages) 

1/12/30 “Colonel Lindbergh To Be Invited To Columbia For Airport Opening” 

1/13/30 Cartoon: “In the Glare of the Spotlight” 

1/20/30 “Want 100 Planes For Port Opening – Curtiss Officials in Columbia to Plan Airport Celebration” 

(2 pages) 

 “Air Safety Group to Meet – State Committee to Sit With Mayor Owens  - Propose State Law” 

1/24/30 “Plan Big Reception For Fleet of Planes Arriving on Sunday – Fifteen Pilots From Curtiss Port at 

New York Will Stop At Columbia‟s Airport – Luncheon to Be Tendered – Mayor Anxious to Extend 

Flyers Every Courtesy” (2 pages) 

 “Says Columbia‟s Airport is Fine – Aviator Flies to Columbia – Taught By Man Who Shot 

Roosevelt” 

1/26/30 “Planes Likely Reach Columbia This Afternoon – But Dirigible Cannot Fly to Columbia Today – 

Fifteen Airplanes Leaving Richmond Airport This Morning – Brief Stop at Raleigh – Los Angeles 

Under Orders For Duty Elsewhere, So Can‟t Come” 

1/27/30 “Student Pilots Visit Airport; Served Coffee – Fifteen Airships Arrive Today From Raleigh – Due 

Yesterday – Plans Are Disrupted – Civic Leaders Had Planned Luncheon for Air Visitors – One 

Plane Turns Back” (2 pages) 

1/28/30 “Would Make Airport‟s Dedication Great Event – Committee Asks Council and Delegation for 

Funds – Would Bring 100 Planes – Plan Unique Races” 

2/17/30 “Plans Laid For Columbia‟s Barbeque To Legislators In Airport‟s Hangar – Large Affair Planned 

for 26th – Committees Named on Details” 

2/28/30 South Carolina‟s Progress & Achievement Front Page (airplanes prominent) 

 “Columbians Justly Proud Of Big Municipal Airport – Aviation Field Marks Another Milestone in 

City‟s Progress – To Be Finest in South When Completed” 

 Photo: “Christening “City of Columbia” at Columbia Airport” 

3/23/30 “Noted Flyers Are Invited To Events Here – Chamberlain, Hawkes, Cleveland and Voelter Asked 

to Attend – 100 Airplanes Expected – Great Air Meet Will Be Columbia Port Dedication April 

24-25” (2 pages) 

3/27/30 “Threadgill Here, Giving Columbia Port Once-Over – Man Who Negotiated  Curtiss Contract 

Here For Flying Concern – Airport One Of Best – In Beauty It Ranks First, He Says – On Maine-

Florida Line” 

3/30/30 “Plans Shaping For Air Meet – Thousand Invitations Go Out This Week – U.S. Planes Coming” (2 

pages) 

4/6/30 “Air Meet April 24-25 to be Elaborate Event – 200 Aviators Expected Here For Gigantic Event; 

Air Meet – Held in Connection With Dedication Columbia Airport; 6 Navy Planes Coming; 

Distinguished Army and Navy Officials; Races Big Feature” 

4/9/30 “Numerous Planes Enter Air Meet – But No Word Has Been Received From Col. Lindbergh As Yet” 

4/15/30 “Columbia Airport Named “Owens” – Mayor Honored By Councilmen – Hodges Favors 

“Columbia” – Dedicated April 24-25” 

4/18/30 “Lindy‟s Teacher To Fly Here – “Bill” Winston Enters Columbia Airport Events – Chief Instructor of 

Curtiss-Wright Service to Be in Races – “Casey” Jones Entered  - Curtiss President Also to Attend – 

Big Plans For Next Thursday” 
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4/20/30 “Monarchs of Air Fly Here Thursday – Monarchs Of Air Attend Columbia Airport Opening – Many 

and Famous Are Planes and Flyers Entering City‟s Air Meet – Program Lasts 2 Days – Bill Winston, 

Casey Jones, Elliott Springs and Others Coming” (2 pages) 

 “Sumter Port Be Dedicated – Event Held Day After Big Air Meet in Columbia” 

4/23/30 “Motors Whirring Above Columbia And Her Airport – Navy, Army National Guard and 

Commercial Flyers Arriving – Prominent Flyers Come – Many Here Today, Others Land Tmorrow – 

11 a.m. Thursday” (2 pages) 

4/24/30 “Fast Races At Air Meet – Thousands Thrilled by Events at First Air Derdy for S.C. – Prizes 

Awarded in Various Classes – Army, Navy, Marine Planes Fly – One Ship Has Accident – Wing 

Damaged in Landing – Winnsboro Boy Stages Fast Race For Time” (2 pages) 

 “Granddaughter Of Gov. Richards Christens Port – Jane Todd, 16, Breaks Bottle of Ginger Ale on 

Hangar‟s Side – Hammond Names „Owens‟ – Governor and Mayor Owens Speak – Mayor 

Praised for Airport” 

 “The Winners” & “Program of Air Races” 

4/25/30 “Airport Celebration Has Notable Events – Air Meet Ends This Afternoon With Big Races – Cabin 

Ships Take Air In Opening Last Day Program of Derby – Bombs To Be Dropped – Celebration 

Ends Tonight With Dance at Temple Country Club”  

4/27/30 “Dedicate Airport At Sumter; Crowd of 6,000 Present – More Than 35 Planes In Events Which 

Feature Formal Opening – Army And Navy Ships – Mayor Owens of Columbia and Others Speak 

During Day‟s Exercises” 

 Photos: “Prominent Figures At Columbia‟s Air Meet” 

11/12/31 “Autogiros To Visit Capital – Captain Louis A. Yancey and Amelia Earhart Expected at Airport 

Sunday” 

11/15/31 “Woman Flier Comes Here – Miss Earhart to Be Greeted by Crowd; Entertainment Programs 

Planned” (2 pages) 

11/16/31 “Aviation and Husband Are Amelia‟s Chief Interests – Famous Aviatrix Turns Down Luxuries For 

Her Career; Shuns Make-up” 
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The State  

10/1/29 “Express Plane Expected Today – Flies From New York to Miami – Regular Service – Plane of 

Eastern Air Express, Inc., Starts Express and Passenger Service” 

10/2/29 “Airport Lease Now Acceptable – Council Agrees Orally to Contract – Will Sign Today – Meeting 

This Morning to Take Formal Action on Matter” 

10/3/29 “Council Ratifies Curtiss Contract – Terms Agreeable to City Fathers, Threadgill – Soon Start Work 

– First Hangar to Cost Hundred Thousand Dollars – May Get Headquarters” 

10/6/29 “Columbia Airport Latest Acquisition of Curtiss – Special Article From New York Tells of Present 

Activities of Curtiss Flying Service, Inc., and of the History of the Company” 

10/10/29 “Bids For Hangar Soon Requested – To Be Complete in Every Detail – Flying School Also – New 

York Officials of Curtiss Flying Service OK Lease for Columbia Airport” 

11/3/29 “Curtiss Wright Operates Port – Southee in Charge of Base – Comes Next Week – Columbia 

Flying Service Still Sales Agents for Curtiss and Wright Products” 

4/7/30 “Early Visit of Airplane Distracts Attention of Auto-Racing Audience” 

4/13/30 “Navy Airplanes Coming For Meet – Will Participate in Races Here This Month – Committees Busy 

– Glover, in Charge of Air Mail Signifies Intention of Being Present” 

4/16/30 “Council Names Port For Mayor – Three Give Approval, but One Objects – Owens Is Absent – 

Committee Insist That Field Be Named Before Dedicated” 

4/18/30 “Airport, Finances Given Attention – Candidates for City Council Speak to Crowd – Little New 

Talk – Attack on Owens‟ Administration Develops No New Points. Some Leave Before Over” 

4/20/30 “Preparations Completed For Events At Owens Field – Number of Notables in  Aviation World to 

Be Present – Thousands to Gather From All Parts of State for Elaborate Air Program” 

4/22/30 “Expect Throng Airport Opening – Grand Daughter Governor Christens Field – Exercises Thursday 

– Program Includes Air Races, Preparations Made for Caring for Great Crowd” 

4/23/30 “Books On Aviation Popular At Library” 

 “How To Get To Owens Field For Air Races” 

4/24/30 “Columbia‟s Municipal Airport Dedicated – Name City Field In Mayor‟s Honor – Thousands 

Expected at Official Exercises and Air Derby Today – Twenty-Six Planes Already Arrived – Three 

Army Ships From Maxwell Field First to Land, Others Come in Quick Order and More Due to 

Reach Columbia Early Today” (2 pages) 

 Photo: “Mayor Owens Turns Dirt For Hangar, Owens Field” 

4/25/30 Photo: “Great Crowd And Over Sixty Planes Co-Operate To Make Airport Ceremonies Historic 

Event” 

 “Dedication Program at Owens Field – Thousands Gather From Far And Near – Governor, Mayor, 

Ty Cobb and Others Take Part in Exercises – Events Run Off In Expert Style – Granddaughter of 

Chief Executive Christens Airport in Honor of Columbia‟s Airminded Mayor, Dr. L.B. Owens”  

(2 pages) 

 “Ideal Weather Marks Opening – Elements Conspire in Adding Pleasure to Day – No Clouds in 

Sky – Bright Sunlight Floods Field as Planes Go Aloft – No Accidents Mar Event” (2 pages) 

 “Pilots and Planes Attract Thousands to Owens Field – Six Races Thrill 15,000 to 20,000 Who 

Gather for Opening of Airport – Native Columbia Takes Speed Honors of Day – Lieutenant Brice 

Shines Brightly” 

 “Insure your buildings against aircraft damage” 
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4/26/30 “More Fast Races and Stunts Complete Columbia Air Meet – Field Dedicated in Honor of Mayor 

L.B. Owens. Mystery Ship and Special Racers Add to Excitement  - Cash Prizes and Trophies Given 

to Winners” 

11/12/31 “Airplane Made Here Landed At Airport – Albert Lee Equips Craft With Automobile Motor, 

Learns to Maneuver it at Spartanburg, Then Flies Home in House and 35 Minutes” 

11/15/31 “Amelia Earhart to Demonstrate Autogiro Today – Famous Aviatrix Who Spanned Atlantic Visits 

Columbia – Yancy Postpones Columbia Visit – Maine to Rome Flier Comes Tuesday – Many 

Expected to Welcome Miss Earhart as She Arrives This Morning” 

11/16/31 “Thousands Greet Noted Aviatrix at Landing Field – Great Throng Gathers at Airport to 

Welcome Amelia Earhart – Autogiro Provides Added Attraction – Comes from Greenville for Two-

day Stay – Odd Looking Plane Holds Attention of Crowd – Flier Guest Last Evening at Forest Lake 

Club” (2 pages) 

11/19/31 “Yancy Thrills Crowd at Field – Flier of Atlantic Arrives From Augusta – Warmly Received – Noted 

Navigator Puts Autogiro Through Paces – Leaves for Greenville” 
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The Secretary of the Interior‟s Standards for 
the Treatment of Historic Properties 
 
In order to obtain federal tax credits for the rehabilitation of a structure on the National Register of 

Historic Places, any rehabilitation of the Curtiss-Wright Hangar must be done in accordance with the 
Secretary of the Interior‟s standards. The State Historic Preservation Office will provide guidance 

throughout the project. For more detailed information regarding the standards, please see the National 
Park Service‟s excellent website: http://www.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/rehab/rehab_index.htm. 

 
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its  

distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.  

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive 

materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will 

be avoided.  

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create 

a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other 

historic properties, will not be undertaken.  

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and 

preserved.  

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 

characterize a property will be preserved.  

6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in 

design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be 

substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.  

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 

Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.  

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, 

mitigation measures will be undertaken.  

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, 

features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be 

differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and 

proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.  

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in a such a manner that, 

if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment 

would be unimpaired.  
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Catalog of Architectural Features 
 
This architectural catalog is intended to complement the narrative architectural description and 

documentation of architectural features. Each of the features discussed within the report has been allotted 

an individual sheet that includes detailed physical descriptions, manufacturing information (when relevant 

and available), as well as a recommended preservation or restoration treatment. Exterior features are 

listed first, followed by interior features; each section is loosely organized based on order of importance. 

All product recommendations are intended to serve as suggestions rather than mandates; they should 

serve as stylistic guides and starting points for further research into similar options. These detailed 

descriptions are intended to inform and guide future rehabilitation and restoration of the hangar and be 

used in concert with the Secretary‟s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
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Location 
 
north and south elevations 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 8, 12, 14, 24-25, 
54, 61 
Contemporary: Fig. 49-53, 63 

 

Dimensions 
 
Door segments: 8‟ wide, 18‟ 
tall, 2 ½” deep where sheets 
of metal meet; Windows: 20” 
x 13”; Pedestrian door: 2‟11” 

wide and 6‟10” tall 

 
Material 

 
Steel doors and mechanism; 
Steel window framing; Rubber 
door stop 

 
Finish 
 
Originally painted, but much of 
original paint has fallen off 
due to deterioration and rust 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Unknown; Likely same 
manufacturer also built 
windows 

 

Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

Hangar Doors 

Physical Description 

 
The two large sets of doors on the north and south elevations of the 
hangar are each made up of eight separate segments. The top two-
thirds of each segment is made up of a block of four windows, while 

the bottom is solid sheet steel. One door segment on the north 
elevation has a pedestrian door that was cut into the steel. It is unclear 
whether this was an original feature or was later added. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 

 
The entire door system must be repaired. This should include rust 

removal and the strengthening of the mechanism and column system 
the doors run on. In some cases, parts of the metal mechanism may 
have to be reproduced. The windows must be reglazed. The doors 
may be fixed, but this must be reversible. If the doors will not be 
fixed, new protective door stops should be installed. The doors should 
be painted to protect against further damage, and the US ARMY sign 

on the South doors be reproduced. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
The Curtiss-Wright hangar‟s doors are an essential functional and 
visual feature of this building. They have been in place since the 
hangar‟s construction and have not been altered. Without these doors, 
this structure would no longer clearly read as an early 20th century 

Curtiss-Wright hangar. 
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Location 

 
Over central hangar space 

 

Additional Images 
 
Historic: Fig. 8, 11-14, 23, 54, 

61 
Contemporary: Fig. 53, 67 

 
Dimensions 

 
Corrugated metal panels: 2‟4” 

wide and 6‟6” long 

 
Material 

 
Corrugated metal, asbestos 
felt and fiberboard 

 

Finish 
 
Painted; Air-marked with white 
paint 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
H.H. Robertson Company 

(Pittsburgh) 
 
Original catalogs: 
http://retropaper.net/HHROBERTS
ONCOMPANY.html 

 
Product Recommendations 

 
Please refer to KohnFirm‟s 
2002 “Curtiss Wright Hangar - 

Roof and Structural 
Renovation” report for 
detailed suggestions

 

Roof 

Physical Description 
 
The hangar‟s corrugated metal roof has a distinctive rounded design. 

Interior steel framing supports the relatively thin roof structure. The 
roof itself is made up of a series of overlapping metal panels.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 

 
The historic roof has deteriorated significantly and must be replaced. 
The original asbestos felt must also be removed. While changes may 

be made to make the new roof more effective, it must maintain its 
current shape. The roof framing must also remain exposed on the 
interior to preserve the character and appearance of the building.  

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
Various roof styles were used for hangars, but all were designed to 
span large distances without supports. This technology was essential to 

hangar construction. Stylistic changes to this important feature would 
negatively impact the integrity of the hangar.   
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Location 

 
4 on north and south 
elevations; 7 on east elevation; 
5 on west elevation; Clerestory 

windows on east and east 
elevations 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 8, 12, 24, 54, 61 
Contemporary: 49, 50, 53, 62-

63, 71, 76 

 
Dimensions 

 
Window sizes vary, but most 
pane segments measure 
20”x14” 

 
Material 
 
Steel framing; Single panes of 
glass, window glazing putty 
(though not much remains) 

 

Finish 
 
Historic finish unknown, but 

likely painted with a protective 
coating 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Unknown; Likely same 

manufacturer also built hangar 
doors 

 
Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

Windows 

Physical Description 
 
The hangar windows are generally similar in size, excepting those on 
the east elevation. The entire window structure is made of steel, and is 
bolted into the brick window opening. Within each window, each line 
of window muntins is made from a single piece of steel. The vertical 
muntins layer over the horizontal ones.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
Aside from missing glass, the hangar‟s windows are in good condition. 
A professional window restoration company will be able to repair and 
reglaze the windows as well as offer efficiency-related suggestions. It 
may not be possible to add an additional pane to these windows, but 

a custom-fit interior storm would have the same effect. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
Each of these windows is original to the building and must be retained. 
The industrial nature and inconsistent pane size of these windows helps 
to express the use of the building, and also serves as a basic stylistic 
feature. Replacement with modern windows would result in a loss of 

integrity and is incompatible with the Secretary‟s Standards. 
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Location 
 
Throughout structure 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 12, 19, 24, 61 
Contemporary: Fig. 49-50, 53, 
62, 64-66, 76 

 
Dimensions 
 
Exterior: 8” x 2 ½”x 3 ¾”  
Interior: 8 3/8” x 2 ¼” x 3 
5/8”  

 

Material 
 
Dark reddish brick 

 
Finish 

 
Exterior: wire-cut, painted 
gray and white  

Interior: smooth, remnants of 
various paint treatmemts 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Machine made; Likely Richtex 
Brick 

 
Product Recommendations 

 
Richtex Brick was made locally 
and was commonly used in the 
Columbia area during the 

early twentieth century. 
Salvaged Richtex brick can be 
easily found, and should be 
used for necessary repairs.

 

Historic Brick (Hangar) 

Physical Description 
 
Two kinds of brick were used in the construction of the hangar. A more 
decorative wire-cut brick is on the exterior, while smooth brick was 
used for interior walls.  

 

Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
Generally, the original brick is in good condition. Some repointing, or 
the addition of new mortar, is needed. There are also some cases of 
either poor original pointing or later repointing that has contributed to 
the deterioration of the brick and needs to be removed and redone. 
Repairs that have been made with inconsistent bricks should be 
removed and redone with brick that more closely matches historic 

material. The current white/gray paint should either be removed or 
painted over to match the original brick color. The uneven surface of 
wire-cut brick may make complete paint removal problematic or 
impossible. Unpainted exterior brick is visible in the mechanical room 
door frame.  

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

This hangar is primarily made of brick and steel. As such, it is 
important to retain as much of this original material as possible. The 
distinction between the exterior and interior brick shows a clear 
attempt at architectural styling and should be maintained. 
 
 

 
    Exterior           Interior  
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Location 
 
north and south gables; south 
hangar doors; Roof 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 8, 12-14, 24 
Contemporary: Fig. 49, 52 

 
Dimensions 
 
“US ARMY” – Entire mark is 13‟ 
5 ½” wide; Individual letters 
are 22 ½” tall, and 4 ½” thick   

 

Material 
 
Not Applicable 

 
Finish 

 
Original paint colors unknown. 
A professional paint analyst 

could be hired to test the 
historic surface to determine 
the original colors of these 
painted signs. 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Not Applicable 
 

Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

“Ghost” Marks 

Physical Description 
 
The South gable retains a ghost of the original “Curtiss-Wright Flying 
Service” logo. The North gable has a ghost of the “Owens Field 
Municipal Airport” sign that followed the Curtiss sign. One of the 
central South hangar doors has the remains of a “US ARMY” sign 
dating to the early 1940s. To the right of this sign is another that 

faintly reads “FLYING … DUCTIONS.” A ghosting of the “COLUMBIA” 
sign on the roof is visible in aerial photography. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
Each of these historic signs should be thoroughly documented and 
reproduced as they represent the three important phases of the 
hangar‟s history. Each gable could be repainted with a different sign 

and the US ARMY sign could be repainted. The roof presents an 
interesting opportunity. The “COLUMBIA” sign should be repainted, but 
the other side of the roof has been blank for most of the hangar‟s 
active life. A new sign could be added on this side of the roof to 
reflect and advertise a new use for this structure.  

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
These painted signs each represent various stages of the history of 

Columbia‟s Curtiss-Wright hangar. They are equally historic and 
should all be repainted as important architectural features. 
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Location 
 
north and south elevations 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 8, 11-12, 54, 61 
Contemporary: Fig. 49-50, 53, 
66 

 
Dimensions 
 
Interior columns are four bricks 
wide; Exterior columns are 
three bricks wide 

 

Material 
 
Wire-cut brick 

 
Finish 

 
Painted gray and white  

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Probably made of Richtex 
brick 
 

Product Recommendations 

 
Richtex Brick was made locally 
and was commonly used in the 

Columbia area during the 
early twentieth century. 
Salvaged Richtex brick can be 
easily found, and should be 
used for necessary repairs.

 

Brick Columns 

Physical Description 
 
These columns are both an integral structural and design feature of the 
hangar. They primarily serve to support the door mechanism, and only 
reach a few inches higher than it. The four columns that frame the 
doors are slightly larger than the four columns on the corners. 

 

Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
Over time, structural issues that seem to have been caused by the door 

mechanism have affected the columns. Repairs were necessary, but 
unfortunately they were made with brick that does not match the 
original structure. These should be removed and redone in a wire-cut 
rather than a smooth brick; the same final finish (paint, etc) should be 
applied to these repairs. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

The pattern of columns and pilasters on the hangar serves as the most 
basic stylistic, architectural feature of the façade. The dual 
functionality of both columns (door supports) and pilasters (drainage) 
emphasizes the engineer-designed nature and functionality of the 
hangar. Removing these features would result in a loss of integrity. 
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Location 
 
Top of brick columns (8) 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 8, 11-12, 61 
Contemporary: Fig. 49-50, 53, 
75 

 
Dimensions 
 
Base: 14” square 
Base to top: about 22” 

 

Material 
 
Cast concrete 

 
Finish 

 
Plain; painted yellow after 
historic period 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
W.A. Crary and Son 
(presumed) 

 

Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable 

 

Concrete Ball Finials 

Physical Description 
 
Each of the brick columns was originally topped with a concrete ball 
finial. These finials have a square base, which leads to a curved cone-
like “neck” that is topped by a ball. Each finial appears to have been 
cast in one piece, and attached to the tops of the columns with interior 
steel bars. Several have remnants of yellow paint, which is not historic. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 

Only four of the original eight finials survive intact; these are located 
on the four interior columns. The other four have suffered significant 
damage or no longer exist. These broken finials should be replaced 
with new concrete reconstructions. Yellow paint on historic finials should 
be removed. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
These concrete ball finials are the only purely decorative feature of 
the hangar and were included in the earliest public drawings of the 

building. No other known Curtiss-Wright hangar had concrete finials. 
They are a distinctive element of Columbia‟s hangar. Recreating the 
missing finials will help return the building to its intended appearance. 
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Location 
 
east lean-to roof 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 8, 12, 23-24, 54, 
61 
Contemporary: Fig. 53, 74 

 
Dimensions 
 
Tower pad: 12‟ x 10‟ 
Deck: about 16‟ x 100‟ 

 

Material 
 
Concrete floor; short wire-cut 
brick walls with a concrete cap 

 
Finish 

 
Not Applicable 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Not Applicable 
 

Product Recommendations 

 
Not Applicable

 

Observation Deck 

Physical Description 
 
The observation deck, located on the roof of the east lean-to, 
originally afforded views of the entire airfield. The deck has a 
concrete floor, and is surrounded by three foot high brick walls. Each 
wall is topped with a concrete cap. A tar pad which supported the 
base for an observation tower is located at the southeast end. 

 

Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
Aside from a few minor repairs, the observation deck should be 

largely kept as-is. Some of the concrete caps are damaged or missing, 
and should be replaced. For safety reasons, it may be necessary to 
ensure that the floor is level and provide a higher railing. If so, care 
should be taken that these make these processes as minimally invasive 
as possible. For example, additional railings could be built to blend 
with (but not replicate) the appearance of the door mechanisms. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

All Curtiss-Wright Flying Service hangars had built-in observation 
decks. These helped instructors and visitors watch students; the 
Hawthorne Flying Service installed the observation tower to improve 
visibility. The observation deck is a major feature of the hangar, and 
its original appearance and usage as public space should be retained. 
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Location 
 
Southwest corner of east  
lean-to 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 24, 61 
Contemporary: Fig. 53, 82 

 
Dimensions 
 
2‟ 11½” wide, 6‟ 9½” tall,  
1 ¾” deep 
Panes: 17”x13” 

 

Material 
 
Wood 

 
Finish 

 
Painted white 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Unknown 

 
Product Recommendations 

 
If matching exterior doors are 
desired for other entryways, 

Simpson Door Company makes 
one that is fairly close. 
 
http://www.simpsondoor.com/door-
products/search/detail/Default.asp
x?BaseSpecificationID=2355&print
=true 

 

Manager’s Office Door 

Physical Description 
 
The Manager‟s Office Door is a good example of a factory-made 
wooden exterior door. The top half of the door is split into four 
window panes, and the bottom half is made up of three horizontal 
wooden panels. The lock and handle were installed relatively recently. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 

This door is in good condition, and it is remarkable that it survives. 
Minimal restoration of the door will be required to return it to its 
original condition. New glass or screening should be put in the original 
panes, and most of the muntins appear salvageable. The doorframe 
itself is also largely intact, and should be repaired. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

As the only remaining historic door, this exterior door helps provide 
information about the other doors that were used at the hangar 
historically. This door is fairly simple, but was certainly appropriate 
for the more public side of the hangar.   
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Location 
 
north and south gables 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 12 
Contemporary: Fig. 49-50, 53, 
63 

 
Dimensions 
 
Unknown 

 

Material 
 
Unidentified metal 

 
Finish 
 

Matte green exterior, shiny 
white interior 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Unknown 

 
Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

Exterior Light Fixtures 

Physical Description 
 
Each gable has two light fixtures, placed on each side of the middle 
third of the gable. The cone-shaped exterior hangar light fixtures 
extend several feet from the top of the gable. Matte olive green on 
the outside, and shiny white on the inside, they have the same color 
scheme as the majority of the other fixtures in the hangar. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
These fixtures will require rewiring but are otherwise in good 
condition. They should be repaired, retained, and used for their 
original function in lighting the signs painted on the gables. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
These exterior light fixtures are original to the initial construction of the 

hangar. Stylistically simple and functional, they are an important 
detail of the larger design. 
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Location 
 
West of hangar 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 23, 54 
Contemporary: Fig. 49, 72-73, 
76 

 
Dimensions 
 
11‟4” square, 12‟ tall 

 

Material 
 
machine-made brick; cast steel 

grating; wood door jamb; 
concrete floor 

 
Finish 

 
Unpainted 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Contractor unknown  

 
Product Recommendations 

  
Unless photographic evidence 
is found to demonstrate its 

appearance, a basic wooden 
door will be sufficient for this 
structure.

 

Electrical Outbuilding 

Physical Description 
 
This small, square-shaped brick outbuilding is located about ten feet 
from the west side of the hangar. Its only entrance is on the east side, 
for easy access from the hangar. The brick is laid in common bond, 
excepting a decorative soldier course above the doorway. The east 
elevation retains two sets of metal bolts. Each elevation sports two cast 

steel grates 2 ½‟ from the roof. The original flat roof deteriorated 
and has been temporarily replaced by roofing steel.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 

 
As the hangar‟s only outbuilding, this structure should be maintained. 
The current temporary roof should be removed and replaced with a 

new roof. A new door, preferably wood, should be installed. The 
electrical insulators in the interior corners of the building should be 
maintained as references to the building‟s historic use. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
This structure was constructed in 1940 to house the runway lighting 
system. The addition of lighting helped ensure the future use of Owens 

Field. This outbuilding represents the modification and modernization 
of the field, as well as the minimal updates that were required during 
the hangar‟s active years. 
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Location 
 
Throughout structure 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 23, 54 
Contemporary: Fig. 49, 72-73, 
76 

 
Dimensions 
 
8” x 2 1/8” x 3 7/8”  

 

Material 
 
Wire-cut brick 

 
Finish 
 
Wire-cut, unpainted 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Probably Richtex brick 

 
Product Recommendations 
  
Richtex Brick was made locally 
and was commonly used in the 
Columbia area during the 
early twentieth century. 

Salvaged Richtex brick can be 
easily found, and should be 
used for necessary repairs.

 

Historic Brick (Outbuilding) 

Physical Description 
 
The outbuilding is entirely constructed of Richtex wire-cut brick which 
appears to be identical to that used on the hangar‟s exterior. It varies 
in color from deep red to blacks and grays as a result of variable 
firing temperature. 

 

Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
Generally, the brick in the outbuilding is in good condition. Mortar 

repointing may be necessary in some places, but the mortar generally 
appeared sound. If new brick is required for repairs, local salvaged 
Richtex brick should be used. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
This original brick has been part of this structure since its construction in 
1940. Removal or replacement of this original brick would significantly 

impact the outbuilding‟s historical and architectural integrity.  
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Location 
 
Throughout interior 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 25 
Contemporary: Fig. 67-69, 71 

 

Dimensions 
 
Unknown 

 
Material 

 
Steel 

 

Finish 
 
Exposed steel 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Steel work: Virginia Bridge 
and Iron Company, Roanoke, 

Virginia and Pencoyd 
Ironworks, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 
 

Product Recommendations 

 
Not Applicable

 

Open Space & Exposed 

Trusses 

Physical Description 
 
This architectural “feature” might be more accurately described as a 
lack of features. The central space of the hangar has no interior 
divisions, and is open to the roof. The structural steel beams were 
never hidden but left exposed and undecorated in any fashion. 

 

Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
This open interior space should be maintained. Dividing this space into 
several rooms would result in a loss of historic integrity, and essentially 
keep the space from feeling like an airplane hangar. Covering the 
trusses would result in a loss of the industrial feel that has always 
characterized the hangar. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
As the space where much of the actual work in the hangar went on, this 

is the most important room in the structure. The high ceiling, open 
space, and exposed beams are integral architectural features of the 
hangar. Modifications to these features are not recommended. 
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Location 
 
Brick wall separating east 
lean-to from hangar space 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Unknown 

Contemporary: Fig. 71, 84 

 
Dimensions 

 
Manager’s and Bathroom doors: 
4‟ wide, 7‟9” right corner, 7‟6” 
left corner, 2 ½” deep 

Central door: 10‟8” wide, 8‟ 
right corner, 7‟4” left corner,  
2 5/8” deep 
Hanger: 21” tall, 8” wide 

 

Material 
 
Wood door covered in 
galvanized steel 

 
Finish 

 
Historically painted with “No 
Smoking” signs on the hangar 

side 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Durand‟s Tin Clad Fire Door, 
American Sheet Metal Works, 
New Orleans, LA (Manager‟s 

Office) 
Keystone Copper Steel 
 
Allith Fire Door Hangers, Allith-
Prouty Company, Danville, IL 

 

Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

Fire Doors & Mechanisms 

Physical Description 
 
Each of the hangar‟s three fire doors are made of sheets of Keystone 
Copper Steel attached to wooden doors. Two 1” central steel straps 
help strengthen the door while the 2” steel strap at the base helps to 
guide the wheel on the floor. The majority of the door closing 
mechanism is located at the top of each door. Two or three hangers 

attach the door to the steel sliding system and doorstops located on 
the left side of each doorway stop the fire door firmly in place.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
These original fire doors must be retained, but do not have to be 
operable. If they are fixed, this must be reversible. The “No Smoking” 
signs may be repainted, but may be better left alone. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

These doors clearly evoke the industrial nature and original usage of 
the hangar. Fires in hangar buildings were a perennial problem at this 
time, and these doors were intended to protect the nicer, public rooms 
of the east lean-to if necessary. Stylistically, they offer visual interest 
in the spare interior room. 
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Location 
 
east lean-to 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 27, 55-60 
Contemporary: Fig. 78-79 

 

Dimensions 
 
Not Applicable 

 
Material 

 
Not Applicable 

 

Finish 
 
Not Applicable 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Not Applicable 
 

Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

Historic Room Divisions 

Physical Description 
 

Historically, the east lean-to was divided into at least five distinct 
rooms. Based on the 1945 issue of Flying magazine, these were the 

bathroom, pilot‟s ready room, cafeteria and shop, lounge, and 
manager‟s office. The use of the space prior to 1945 may have 
differed somewhat. The remnants of these rooms are still visible 

based on flooring types, baseboards along the walls,  and spaces 
where framing members and plaster originally existed.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 

 
The original room distinctions of the east-lean to should be made 

clear in any restoration of this part of the structure. The extent to which 
this is possible will, of course, depend on the new use of the space. 
When possible, original walls should be rebuilt based on remaining 
evidence. Original flooring and wall decoration (such as baseboards 
and chair rails) should be rebuilt to help distinguish the historic rooms. 
 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

Historically, the east lean-to was full of activity. Pilots, passengers, and 
even passersby would all mingle in this space. To the extent possible, it 
should be returned to its historic appearance. 
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Location 
 
Southwest end of east lean-to 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 29 
Contemporary: Fig. 78 

 

Dimensions 
 
Unbroken: 6” square 
Broken: 5” x 3” (average) 

 

Material 
 
Ceramic tile in a variety of 

brown and red colors 

 
Finish 

 
Matte, plain 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Unknown 

 
Product Recommendations 

 
Not Applicable

 

Cracked Tile Floor 

Physical Description 
 
Cracked tile flooring was installed in the lounger and manager‟s office 
in the southeast corner of the east lean-to. The flooring is framed with 
two rows of unbroken, square tiles along the outside walls. The rest of 
the tiles were broken into pieces about a quarter of the size of the 
original tile and carefully laid in a somewhat mosaic-like manner. Tile 

colors vary within a red and brown scheme, and it appears that 
attempts were made to keep colors apart when tiles were being laid. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
This tile flooring material should be retained. It appears to be in good 
condition and requires no additional treatment. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
It is likely that this tile was installed originally, but photographic 

documentation has not been found. This type of flooring is 
characteristic of the early twentieth century, and was intended to have 
a mosaic-like effect while remaining relatively inexpensive and 
durable. 
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Location 
 
Central space in east lean-to 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Unknown 
Contemporary: Fig. 79 

 

Dimensions 
 
9” square 

 
Material 

 
Black and tan marbled 
asbestos flooring tile 

 
Finish 
 
Matte black and white 
pigmented tile 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Unknown 

 
Product Recommendations 

 
Armstrong‟s Standard Excelon 
Imperial Texture line and Toli‟s 
Linotesta line offer close 

matches.  
 
http://www.armstrong.com/commfl
ooringna/products/vct/standard-
excelon-imperial-texture/_/N-
75hZ1z141ye 
 
http://www.cbcflooring.com/toli/re
sults.php?category=2&secondary=
6

 

Checkerboard Tile Floor 

Physical Description 
 
These black and tan vinyl composition flooring tiles are independent of 
each other and were installed in a checkerboard fashion. They served 
as the floor for the lunch counter and small shop in the central part of 
the east lean-to. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 

The original tiles are fragmentary and in any case must be removed 
by asbestos professionals. Matching or similar black and tan tiles 
should be laid in a checkerboard pattern to recreate this original 
flooring. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
It is unknown if this flooring dates to the original construction of the 

building. While it may be original, it is likely that it was installed when 
Hawthorne Aviation began operating a lunch counter at the hangar. 
They help tell the story of how the hangar was used, as well as help to 
designate the different public rooms in the east lean-to. Recreating this 
flooring will help to subtly tell the story of how this part of the hangar 
was used, as well as serve as an inexpensive and effective flooring 

material. 
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Location 
 
Bathroom, east lean-to 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 60 
Contemporary: Fig. 80 

 

Dimensions 
 
20” wide, 18” deep, 10” tall 
(with backsplash) 

 

Material 
 
Porcelain 

 
Finish 
 
Plain white glaze 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Manufactured 5/6/42 and 

2/4/41, American Standard 
 

Product Recommendations 
 
Fixtures: 
http://www.bathsfromthepast.com/
products/4%252dInch-Centerset-
With-Pop%252dUp-%252d-
Lavatory-Faucet-%252d-Porcelain-
Cross-Handles.html 

 
Sinks: 
Many period American Standard 
sinks are available through 
architectural salvage dealers online.

 

 

Bathroom Sinks 

Physical Description 

 
These two wall-mounted, porcelain American Standard sinks are 

characterized by their beveled corners. They also have distinctive 
three-hole drains. The current metal fixtures are not an exact match to 
the originals, but similar in design.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
These sinks should be restored and retained for use in the bathroom. If 
they are in such poor shape they cannot be restored, replacement 
sinks can be obtained through architectural salvage. New, historically 

appropriate, fixtures should be ordered to match those that were 
originally part of these sinks. If additional sinks are required, they 
should also be wall-mounted and stylistically similar, but do not have 
to be identical. 

 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
While relatively minor features of the building, these sinks tell an 

important part of the story of the use of the hangar. Hawthorne 
Aviation updated the hangar‟s bathrooms after the war to 
demonstrate their commitment to Owens Field and the building, as well 
as attract new customers. 
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Location 
 
Throughout interior 

 
Additional Images 

 
Historic: Fig. 25 
Contemporary: Fig. 67-68 

 

Dimensions 
 
14” diameter opening, 12” 
from ceiling (lean-tos); Fixtures 
in central hangar are the same 
design but appear to be 20” in 
diameter 

 
Material 
 
Metal 

 

Finish 
 
Matte green exterior, shiny 

white interior 

 
Manufacturing Information 

 
Unknown 

 

Product Recommendations 
 
Not Applicable

 

Interior Light Fixtures 

Physical Description 
 

The two types of interior light fixtures are identical in color and 
design and only differ in size; fixtures in the large hangar space 

are nearly twice the size of those in the lean-tos. These metal 
ceiling fixtures are matte green on the outside and reflective white 
on the inside. 

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 
These fixtures should be retained. They will require rewiring, but 
otherwise need little restoration. Ideally, they should be kept in their 
current placement. If more lighting is required, the new fixtures should 

match – but not replicate – the simple, functional design of these 
fixtures. 

 
Historical/Architectural Significance 
 
Though it is unclear when these fixtures were installed, it is clear that 
they date from the period of the most active use of the hangar (1929-
1955). The simplicity of these fixtures serves to emphasize the 
functional nature and use of the building.  
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Location 

 
Bathroom, east lean-to 

 

Additional Images 
 
Historic: Unknown 
Contemporary: Fig. 70, 83 

 

Dimensions 
 
Decorative fixture: 6 ½” 
diameter opening, 5” from 
ceiling 
Plain fixture: 5” diameter 
opening, 4” from ceiling 

 

Material 
 
Unidentified metal 

 
Finish 

 
Painted white 

 

Manufacturing Information 
 
Unknown

 

Bathroom Light Fixtures 

Physical Description 
 
Three ceiling light fixtures are extant in the bathroom; none retain 
their original glass globes. The style and form of these original globes 
is unknown.Two of these fixtures are undecorated. The third, which has 
an elaborate floral and leaf-like pattern, may denote the original 
location of the women‟s bathroom.  

 
Preservation / Restoration Treatment Recommendations 
 

If possible, these fixtures should be restored and retained within the 

hangar. New globes that are historically consistent with other fixtures 
from the same period will have to be obtained. Depending on the new 
use of the room, they may be moved to a slightly different location on 

the ceiling. While these fixtures are a relatively minor architectural 
feature, they help to provide historic character to the room. If they are 
prohibitively expensive to repair or will be moved to new locations on 
the ceiling, their original locations should be documented and the 
fixtures should be kept. 
 

Historical/Architectural Significance 
 

As all of the original dividing walls have been removed, these fixtures 
are primarily significant in that they offer a clue to the use and 
organization of this room. It is unknown whether they date from the 
original construction of the hangar, or from the 1945 renovation. 
 

 


